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GENERALIZED MOONSHINE II: BORCHERDS PRODUCTS
SCOTT CARNAHAN
Abstract. The goal of this paper is to construct infinite dimensional Lie algebras by using infinite
product identities, and to use these Lie algebras to reduce the generalized moonshine conjecture to
a pair of hypotheses about group actions on vertex algebras and Lie algebras. We expect the Lie
algebras that we construct to manifest as algebras of physical states in an orbifold conformal field
theory (yet to be fully constructed) with symmetries given by the monster simple group.
We introduce vector-valued modular functions attached to families of modular functions of differ-
ent levels, and we prove infinite product identities for a distinguished class of automorphic functions
on a product of two half-planes. We recast this result using the Borcherds-Harvey-Moore singular
theta-lift, and show that the vector-valued functions attached to completely replicable modular
functions with integer coefficients lift to automorphic functions with infinite product expansions at
all cusps.
For each element of the monster simple group, we construct an infinite dimensional Lie algebra,
such that its denominator formula is an infinite product expansion of the automorphic function
arising from that element’s McKay-Thompson series. These Lie algebras have the unusual property
that their simple roots and all root multiplicities are known. We show that under certain hypotheses,
characters of groups acting on these Lie algebras form functions on the upper half-plane that are
either constant or invariant under a genus zero congruence group.
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Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in automorphic functions derived from modular functions, infinite
dimensional Lie algebras, and the generalized moonshine conjecture. We use the machinery of
automorphic infinite products to construct Lie algebras, and apply distinguished structural features
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2 SCOTT CARNAHAN
of the Lie algebras to reduce the conjecture to some precisely stated hypotheses motivated by
conformal field theory.
Let H denote the complex upper half-plane, and let j : H → C be Klein’s modular invariant.
It is characterized as the unique holomorphic function on H that is invariant under the action of
SL2(Z) by Mo¨bius transformations, with a simple pole of residue one at infinity, and a zero at a
third root of unity. The function j is invariant under translation by one, so it admits a Fourier
expansion j(τ) = q−1 + 744 + 196884q + . . . , where q = e2piiτ , τ ∈ H. We shall consider an
alternative normalization by defining J(τ) = j(τ) − 744. This function is also holomorphic and
invariant under SL2(Z), and it is the unique such function whose Fourier expansion
∑
n c(n)q
n has
the form q−1 +O(q), i.e., c(n) = 0 for n < −1, c(−1) = 1, and c(0) = 0. During the 1980s, Koike,
Norton, and Zagier independently proved the following remarkable formula:
J(σ)− J(τ) = p−1
∏
m>0,n∈Z
(1− pmqn)c(mn) (p = e2piiσ, |p| < e−2pi, |q| < e−2pi).
One of the most interesting qualities of this identity is that the left side of the equation is a
difference of two single-variable power series, while there is no obvious reason for the same to be
true for the infinite product on the right side. The cancellation of all mixed terms piqj , ij 6= 0
implies infinitely many equations relating the coefficients c(n). For example, the vanishing of the
pq2 term on the right side implies c(4) = c(3) +
(
c(1)
2
)
, i.e., 20245856256 = 864299970 +
(
196884
2
)
.
The product identity plays an essential role in monstrous moonshine, because it is the Weyl-
Kac-Borcherds denominator formula for the monster Lie algebra, which is a rank two generalized
Kac-Moody algebra that admits a homogeneous action of the monster simple group M. The left
side of the identity describes the action of the Weyl group on the simple roots together with a
Weyl vector, and the exponents c(mn) on the right side give the multiplicities of the positive roots,
so the denominator formula can be employed to present the Lie algebra in terms of generators
and relations. In his proof of the monstrous moonshine conjecture [Borcherds-1992], Borcherds
constructed this Lie algebra in two ways: the first construction, via generators and relations,
yielded the denominator formula, and the second construction, by applying a certain functor to
an object with a known monster action, endowed the Lie algebra with an action of the monster.
The object in question is the monster vertex algebra V \ ∼= ⊕n≥−1 Vn, constructed by Frenkel,
Lepowsky, and Meurman, and the construction of the monster action on this structure requires
most of a rather large book [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988] for building the required machinery.
To show that the two Lie algebras were isomorphic, Borcherds identified the root spaces of the Lie
algebra with homogeneous spaces in V \ to show that their root multiplicities matched. Using the
twisted denominator formulas arising from this action, together with facts about V \ established
in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], he showed that the characters of automorphisms of V \ are
equal to the genus zero modular functions listed in [Conway-Norton-1979], and this proved the
monstrous moonshine conjecture for the monster vertex algebra.
Even without a priori knowledge of the monster Lie algebra, one might expect that the Koike-
Norton-Zagier formula is a sort of decategorification of a combinatorial or representation-theoretic
object, since the coefficients of J (and therefore exponents in the identity) are nonnegative integers.
Indeed, similar infinite product formulas appeared in the representation theory of Kac-Moody
algebras well before moonshine was discovered. However, the monster action makes this case a
particularly rich example: for example, the identity c(4) = c(3) +
(
c(1)
2
)
not only indicates the
dimensions of homogeneous spaces in the Lie algebra, but gets promoted to an isomorphism V4 ∼=
V3 ⊕
∧2 V1 of representations of the monster.
One might ask if this phenomenon is singular, or if there are similar identities, perhaps with
modular forms of nonzero weight or level greater than one, that carry additional representation-
theoretic information. The answer seems to be positive, but limited, in the sense that there may
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be only finitely many interesting cases. One can employ work of Borcherds, Harvey, and Moore
to produce automorphic infinite products, and many of these are the Weyl denominators for Lie
algebras that may appear in nature as algebras of BPS states or infinitesimal symmetries of a string
theory [Harvey-Moore-1995]. However, among the known examples, there is rarely a natural way
to endow the root spaces with group actions. The known exceptions all have a basis in conformal
field theory, and they include the fake monster Lie algebra with an action of automorphisms of
a central extension of the Leech lattice [Borcherds-1992], some supersymmetric variants such as
[Scheithauer-2000], and a Lie algebra with baby monster action [Hoehn-2003] constructed to solve
a special case of Norton’s generalized moonshine conjecture [Norton-1987]. This last construction
is of principal interest in this paper.
The generalized moonshine conjecture arose from numerical experimentation, but is indicative
of some vast structure:
Conjecture. There exists a map that attaches to each element g of the monster, an infinite di-
mensional graded representation V \(g) of a central extension of the centralizer CM(g), satisfying
the following properties:
(1) For each h ∈ CM(g) and any lift h˜ to the chosen central extension, the graded character
Z(g, h˜, τ) =
∑
n∈Q
Tr(h˜|V \(g)n)e2pii(n−1)τ
is either constant or the q-expansion of a congruence Hauptmodul, i.e., a modular function
on H that is invariant under a group Γg,h, and generates the function field of the quotient
H/Γg,h, where Γg,h ⊃ Γ(N) for some N > 0.
(2) If we let Z(g, h, τ) denote the set of functions Z(g, h˜, τ) as h˜ ranges over lifts of h, then the
functions in this set are constant multiples of each other, and the set of these functions is
invariant under simultaneous conjugation of the pair (g, h) in M.
(3) For any
(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z), we have the equality of sets Z(g, h, aτ+bcτ+d) = Z(gahc, gbhd, τ).
(4) Z(g, h, τ) contains J(τ) = q−1 + 196884q + . . . if and only if g = h = 1 ∈M.
The assignment (g, h) 7→ Z(g, h, τ) of pairs of commuting elements of the monster to sets of
functions on H has been called a generalized character, since it appears to be related to the char-
acters that show up in complex oriented cohomology theories [Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel-2000]. We
use the notation V \ here, even though the monster vertex algebra had not been constructed when
the conjecture was posed, because in hindsight, the conjecture is fundamentally about the object
constructed in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988].
This conjecture is still open, but in some special cases, candidate representations have been
explicitly constructed. In those and some additional cases computed by Norton and Queen, it
is known what Z(g, h, τ) must be, assuming the conjecture is true. Furthermore, shortly after
the conjecture was published, Dixon, Ginsparg, and Harvey [Dixon-Ginsparg-Harvey-1988] sug-
gested that the representations of centralizers had a physical interpretation as twisted Hilbert
spaces for a conformal field theory with monster symmetry. While the conformal field theory in
question has yet to be constructed in full, the physical interpretation has a rephrasing in terms
of known algebraic objects: Using the notion of twisted module of a vertex algebra introduced
in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988] for the construction of V \, one replaces the twisted Hilbert
spaces mentioned before with irreducible twisted modules of the monster vertex algebra V \, so
elements of Z(g, h, τ) are interpreted as graded characters of lifts of h acting on an irreducible
g-twisted module of V \.
With the interpretation of the conjecture in terms of twisted modules in hand, much of the effort
in proving it has focused on studying the twisted modules, and under the assumption that this
interpretation is correct, candidate functions have been identified as characters in the following
cases:
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• Borcherds’s proof of the original moonshine conjecture implies that Z(1, h, τ) are congruence
Hauptmoduln for all h ∈ M. In this case, the twisted module is V \, where the twisting is
by the identity element.
• Dong, Li, and Mason proved a general result about existence and uniqueness of irreducible
twisted modules. They then showed, by reducing to Borcherds’s theorem, that, if g and
h generate a cyclic group, then the resulting elements of Z(g, h, τ) are congruence Haupt-
moduln that obey the SL2(Z) compatibility [Dong-Li-Mason-2000].
• Hoehn showed that if g lies in conjugacy class 2A, then the elements of Z(g, h, τ) are
congruence Hauptmoduln for all h in the centralizer of g [Hoehn-2003].
Hoehn’s proof employs a nontrivially twisted module, but the overall structure of the proof is quite
similar to Borcherds’s proof of the moonshine conjecture, involving the construction of a generalized
vertex operator algebra along the lines of [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988] and the construction
of a large Lie algebra with a finite group action by the use of a functor.
Based on Hoehn’s success, it is reasonable to hope that additional cases of the generalized
moonshine conjecture can be attacked with the strategy of constructing a Lie algebra with known
root multiplicities (arising from a well-behaved product formula) and an action of a large finite
group, and then evaluating twisted denominator formulas. In a previous paper [Carnahan-2010],
we showed that when the group and Lie algebra satisfied certain conditions, then the characters
were automatically genus zero. In particular, this allows us to circumvent the explicit compu-
tations at the end of [Hoehn-2003]. More importantly, this result makes it possible to analyze
characters without classifying all pairs of commuting elements, and allows us to work with groups
whose character tables are unknown. In this paper, we will construct for each g ∈ M, a Lie al-
gebra Wg whose denominator identity recovers an automorphic infinite product. When g is the
identity, we get the monster Lie algebra, and when g is in conjugacy class 2A, we get Hoehn’s
Lie algebra. These Lie algebras have the property that we know both the simple roots and the
multiplicities of all roots, and they are given as coefficients of special functions. Outside the case
of affine Kac-Moody algebras, this is only known for a few special cases of infinite dimensional
Lie algebras, which includes some constructions by Borcherds [Borcherds-1998a], Gritsenko and
Nikulin [Grisenko-Nikulin-1997], [Gritsenko-Nikulin-1998], Hoehn [Hoehn-2003], and Scheithauer
[Scheithauer-2008], [Scheithauer-2004], [Scheithauer-2009] (this list may be missing some contribu-
tions, and the author apologizes for those left out). The positive subalgebra Eg yields characters
Z(g, h, τ) that behave as Norton conjectured, assuming some hypotheses we shall explain in detail.
The most important of these hypotheses is the existence of a suitable group action, and we intend
to construct such an action later in this series using vertex algebra manipulations.
1. Main results
Theorem. (Theorem 3.24 and subsequent corollary)
If f is a completely replicable modular function of level N with integer coefficients, then there
exists a vector-valued modular function F canonically attached to f , such that the automorphic
function f(σ)−f(τ) on H×H has an infinite product expansion at all cusps with exponents described
by coefficients of F . At the cusp (i∞, 0), this product is:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)cm,Nn(mn),
where p = e2piiσ, q = e2piiτ , and cm,Nn(mn) is the q
mn coefficient of the (m,Nn) component of F .
In this paper, we will adopt the convention that the McKay-Thompson series Tg of an element
g in the monster is the graded character Tr(gqL0−1|V \) of g acting on the monster vertex operator
algebra V \. These series were only given conceptual grounding as characters of an object when V \
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was constructed in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], proving the McKay-Thompson conjecture
asserting the existence of a natural monster representation with graded dimension equal to J .
Theorem. (Theorem 4.2) For each element g of the monster simple group, let Tg(τ) be its McKay-
Thompson series. There exists a unique generalized Kac-Moody Lie algebra whose denominator
formula is the product expansion of Tg(σ)− Tg(τ) at the cusp (i∞, 0).
The following result requires unproven hypotheses that are introduced near the end of the paper.
Theorem. (Theorem 4.12) Suppose hypothesis Cg holds for all g ∈ M and hypothesis D holds for
V \ and all commuting pairs (g, h). Then the generalized moonshine conjecture is true (where the
SL2(Z)-compatibility is only given up to a nonzero constant).
2. Summary
In section 3, we construct automorphic functions on the orthogonal group O2,2 with product
formulas in two different ways. We begin by directly proving the formulas using equivariant Hecke
operators. After this, we show that many of these products arise from a Borcherds-Harvey-Moore
regularized theta-lift. The automorphic functions have a particularly degenerate form, in the sense
that they analytically continue to functions on H × H whose invariance group produces the affine
plane (minus some cusp lines) as a quotient space; under appropriate coordinate choices, the func-
tions descend to have the form x − y. This degenerate form is essential to our study, because it
allows us to identify the simple roots of the Lie algebras in the following section.
In section 4, we present an application of this theory to generalized moonshine. We show that the
product formulas arising from McKay-Thompson series are the denominator formulas of generalized
Kac-Moody algebras. The main obstruction is the presence of exponents that cannot be dimensions
of vector spaces, such as negative integers. We show that under certain assumptions concerning
the size of irreducible twisted modules of the monster vertex algebra, the root spaces of the Lie
algebras can be identified with eigenspaces in the twisted modules. Under an additional assumption
concerning group actions on these Lie algebras, we show that the characters of the actions on the
twisted modules are weakly Hecke-monic, and reduce the generalized moonshine conjecture to a
conjecture concerning spaces of genus one functions.
We conclude in section 5 with some open problems.
Acknowledgements. The author wishes to thank Richard Borcherds, Gerald Hoehn, and Jacob
Lurie. Borcherds suggested generalized moonshine as a dissertation project, and gave much useful
advice and perspective. Hoehn offered many helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper.
Lurie suggested that equivariant Hecke operators could be useful for understanding exponential
elliptic cohomology operations, and this led to their use in product formulas. This research was
partly supported by NSF grant DMS-0354321.
3. Automorphic infinite products
The theory of automorphic infinite products originates in early work of Euler and Jacobi, but the
representation-theoretic significance of the Fourier expansions of functions started with the inde-
pendent discovery by Kac and Moody that the denominators of affine Kac-Moody algebras give rise
to Macdonald identities (see e.g., [Kac-1990]). Borcherds expanded this work to generalized Kac-
Moody algebras, and gave several examples, including the fake monster Lie algebra and monstrous
Lie superalgebras. Later work [Borcherds-1995b] gave a coherent recipe for generating product
formulas for automorphic forms on O2,n−2 whose exponents are coefficients of modular forms. Har-
vey and Moore reinterpreted these products using a regularized theta-lift [Harvey-Moore-1995],
and for certain cases with integer multiplicities, they proposed a physical interpretation of the Lie
algebras as infinitesimal symmetries of a heterotic string theory. Borcherds then generalized their
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construction to work at higher level, using vector-valued modular forms F that transform according
to Weil’s metaplectic representation (for more explanation of these ideas, see the introduction to
[Borcherds-1998a] and references therein).
In this section, we construct automorphic functions on H×H with distinguished infinite product
expansions at cusps. We employ Borcherds’s toolkit of vector-valued functions, but we first find
product formulas using equivariant Hecke operators together with an analytic continuation argu-
ment. After that, we introduce the Borcherds-Harvey-Moore theta-lift, and show that in many
cases, the products we found come from this more general theory.
The regularized theta-lift has logarithmic singularities along certain quadratic divisors that spec-
ify linear fractional relations between the coordinates, and by exponentiating, we get a highly in-
variant function Ψ with zeroes, poles, and possibly branches on the same loci. Furthermore, for
each vector-valued function F , the exponentiated lift Ψ has an infinite product expansion at each
cusp, with exponents given by coefficients of F . We show that each McKay-Thompson series Tg(τ)
from monstrous moonshine can be assembled into a vector-valued function whose lift is equal to
Tg(σ) − Tg(τ). This gives another way to identify the product expansion of Ψ at (i∞, 0) with
Tg(σ)− Tg(−1/τ), and this will yield the Lie algebras we want in the next section.
The product expansions of Tg(σ) − Tg(−1/τ) were given in the author’s Ph.D. dissertation,
using an exhaustive enumeration of poles of all McKay-Thompson series. We do not reproduce
the argument here, because the current arguments using Hecke operators are more conceptual and
easier to follow.
3.1. Vector-valued functions. Let M be a free abelian group of rank 4, and let Q : M → Z be
a quadratic form. We let (u, v) = Q(u+ v)−Q(u)−Q(v) be the corresponding even bilinear form,
and we assume it is nondegenerate with signature (2, 2). We write e(x) = e2piix for the normalized
exponential, and M∨ := Hom(M,Z) for the dual lattice. The bilinear form induces an inclusion of
M into M∨ as a finite index subgroup, and M∨/M inherits a Q/Z-valued quadratic form which we
will call Q.
Definition 3.1. A vector-valued modular function of type ρM is a meromorphic function F : H→
C[M∨/M ], written as F (τ) =
∑
γ∈M∨/M Fγ(τ)eγ , satisfying
Fγ(τ + 1) = e(Q(γ))Fγ
Fγ(−1/τ) = |M∨/M |−1/2
∑
δ∈M∨/M
e(−(γ, δ))Fδ(τ)
These functions produce finite-dimensional representations of SL2(Z), known as the Weil repre-
sentations associated to M . In the following paragraphs, we describe a technique for constructing
vector-valued functions suggested by Borcherds. Essentially, one combines modular functions of
various levels and applies lemma 2.6 in [Borcherds-1998a].
We define the lattice II1,1 to be the group Z×Z, equipped with the quadratic form Q(a, b) = ab.
The associated bilinear form is even and unimodular. For a positive integer N > 0, we define
II1,1(N) to be the group Z×Z with quadratic form Q(a, b) = Nab. If we identify II1,1(N) with the
sublattice of II1,1 whose underlying group is Z×NZ, then the dual lattice is identified with 1NZ×Z,
and the quotient is isomorphic to Z/NZ× Z/NZ with quadratic form Q(a, b) = ab/N ∈ Q/Z.
Lemma 3.2. The group Z/NZ×Z/NZ decomposes into σ0(N) orbits under the right vector action
of SL2(Z) following reduction modulo N , i.e., where (i, j) ·
(
ab
cd
)
= (ai+cj, bi+dj), and σ0(N) is the
number of positive integers dividing N . There is an explicit bijection between orbits and positive
integer divisors of N , given by attaching to each m|N , the orbit that contains the element (0,m).
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Proof. For any (i, j) ∈ Z×Z, let m = (i, j,N). Then there exists a (not necessarily unique) matrix
A of the following form:
A =
( ∗ ∗
i/m j/m
)
∈ SL2(Z/(N/m)Z).
If we replace the integers i, j,m with their residue classes mod N , we have (0,m) ·A ≡ (i, j). Since
the reduction map SL2(Z)→ SL2(Z/NmZ) is surjective, the orbit of (0,m) under SL2(Z) is equal to
the set of all (k, `) ∈ Z/NZ×Z/NZ satisfying (k, `,N) = m. This yields the desired bijection. 
For each m|N , let f(m) : H→ C be a modular function invariant under Γ1(N/m). We construct
a C[Z/NZ×Z/NZ]-valued function Fˆ on H by setting Fˆi,j(τ) = f((i,j,N))(Aτ), where A is as given
in the proof of Lemma 3.2. In particular, Fˆ0,m = f(m), and for any A ∈ SL2(Z), we have Fˆ(0,m)·A =
f(m)(Aτ). This definition yields the following invariance relation: Fˆi,j(
aτ+b
cτ+d) = Fˆai+cj,bi+dj(τ) for(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z). We can think of Fˆ as a way to encode all SL2(Z) transformations of f(m) as m
ranges over divisors of N . We note that this assignment yields a well-defined function, because the
ambiguity in our choice of A is given by left translation by elements of Γ1(N/m).
Let M = II1,1(N) × II1,1 and fix the inclusion M ⊂ II1,1 × II1,1 as Z × NZ × Z × Z ⊂ Z4
with quadratic form Q(a, b, c, d) = ab + cd. Then we identify M∨/M = ( 1NZ × Z)/(Z ×NZ) with
Z/NZ×Z/NZ with a coordinate switch: (a, b, 0, 0) +M 7→ (b+NZ, Na+NZ), and define F to be
the Fourier transform of Fˆ in the second coordinate, i.e., along the rows of a matrix of functions:
Fi,k =
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)Fˆi,j
Lemma 3.3. F is a vector-valued function of type ρM .
Proof. We need to check two conditions:
Fi,k(τ + 1) =
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)Fˆi,j(τ + 1)
=
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)Fˆi,j+i(τ)
=
1
N
e(ik/N)
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−(j + i)k/N)Fˆi,j+i(τ)
= e(ik/N)Fi,k(τ)
so F behaves correctly under T : τ 7→ τ + 1.
Fi,k(−1/τ) = 1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)Fˆi,j(−1/τ)
=
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)Fˆj,−i(τ)
=
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ
e(−jk/N)
∑
l∈Z/NZ
e(−il/N)Fj,l(τ)
=
1
N
∑
j,l∈Z/NZ
e(
−jk − il
N
)Fj,l(τ)
so F behaves correctly under S : τ 7→ −1/τ . 
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Proposition 3.4. The Fourier transform described above is a linear isomorphism between the space
of families {f(m)}m|N of modular functions with f(m) invariant under Γ1(N/m) and the space of
vector-valued functions of type ρM .
Proof. The map is clearly linear, and by the previous lemma, it takes families {f(m)}m|N to vector-
valued functions of type ρM . Since the Fourier transform is invertible, the kernel of this map is
trivial. It suffices to show that the map is surjective.
Let F be a vector-valued function of type ρM . We apply the inverse Fourier transform to get a
C[Z/NZ× Z/NZ]-valued function Fˆ on H:
Fˆi,j(τ) =
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(jk/N)Fi,k(τ)
We wish to show that for each m|N , Fˆ0,m(τ) is invariant under Γ1(N/m) and that for m = (i, j,N),
Fˆi,j(τ) = Fˆ0,m(
aτ+b
cτ+d) for all a, b, c, d ∈ Z satisfying ad − bc = 1, c ≡ i/m (mod N), and d ≡ j/m
(mod N). Since the two maps τ 7→ τ + 1 and τ 7→ −1/τ generate SL2(Z), it suffices to show that
Fˆi,j(τ + 1) = Fˆi,j+i(τ) and Fˆi,j(−1/τ) = Fˆj,−i(τ).
Fˆi,j(τ + 1) =
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(jk/N)Fi,k(τ + 1)
=
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(jk/N)e(ik/N)Fi,k(τ)
=
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(k(j + i)/N)Fi,k(τ)
= Fˆi,j+i(τ)
so Fˆ behaves correctly under T .
Fˆi,j(−1/τ) =
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(jk/N)Fi,k(−1/τ)
=
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(jk/N)
1
N
∑
m,n∈Z/NZ
e(
−in− km
N
)Fm,n(τ)
=
∑
n∈Z/NZ
e(−in/N) 1
N
∑
m∈Z/NZ
Fm,n(τ)
∑
k∈Z/NZ
e(
k(j −m)
N
)
=
∑
n∈Z/NZ
e(−in/N)Fj,n(τ)
= Fˆj,−i(τ)
so Fˆ behaves correctly under S.
To conclude, we note that:
(1) For all m, Fˆ0,m is invariant under T , since Fˆ0,m = Fˆ0,m+0.
(2) For all m|N , Fˆ0,m is invariant under Γ(N/m), since Fˆ0,m( (aN/m+1)τ+(bN/m)(cN/m)τ+(dN/m+1)) = Fˆ0,m(τ) for
all a, b, c, d ∈ Z such that
(
aN/m+ 1 bN/m
cN/m dN/m+ 1
)
has determinant 1.
Since Γ1(N/m) is generated by Γ(N/m) and T , Fˆ0,m is invariant under Γ1(N/m). 
Corollary 3.5. A vector-valued function F of type ρM is uniquely determined by its restriction to
components F0,i for i ∈ Z/NZ. In particular, if these components are zero, then F is zero.
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Proof. F is uniquely determined by its inverse Fourier transform Fˆ . Fˆ is uniquely determined by its
restriction to the components Fˆ0,m for 0 ≤ m < N , and these components are uniquely determined
by their Fourier transforms F0,i. 
3.1.1. Moduli interpretation. Modular functions (or forms) can be viewed as functions (or sections
of line bundles) on moduli spaces of structured elliptic curves. We can think of the functions Fˆ in a
similar way, except unlike the usual cases, this moduli space is not in general connected. Since each
Fˆ is determined by a set of functions {f(m)}m|N where f(m) : H→ C is invariant under Γ1(N/m), Fˆ
is a function on the disjoint union of modular curves
∐
m|N Y1(N/m). Each curve Y1(N/m) is the
coarse space for the moduli problem classifying elliptic curves equipped with a point of order exactly
N/m, i.e., as an analytic object, Y1(N/m) receives a universal map from the fibered category over
complex analytic spaces whose objects are diagrams E // S
e
oo
poo of complex analytic spaces, with
E → S smooth and proper with one dimensional genus one fibers, and e, p : S → E sections,
such that p has order N/m under the S-group law induced by e, and whose morphisms are fibered
diagrams. Using this interpretation, we can think of Fˆ as a function on the space of elliptic curves
E
e
 S equipped with a point p : S → E, such that [N ]p = e.
We have been viewing the component functions of Fˆ as functions on the complex upper half-
plane, so it will be convenient to consider the above disjoint union of curves as the quotient of
a disjoint union of half-planes by an action of SL2(Z), in a way that specializes to the classical
uniformization of Y (1) when N = 1. We begin by recalling two geometric objects attached to an
arbitrary finite group G, introduced in Section 2 of [Carnahan-2010]:
(1) Consider the category whose objects are diagrams P
a // E
pi // S
e˜
kk of complex analytic
spaces equipped with sheaf isomorphisms ψ : R1pi∗Z→ Z× Z, such that:
• a : P → E is a G-torsor,
• pi : E → S is a smooth proper map whose fibers are genus one curves,
• e˜ : S → P is a section of pi ◦ a,
• The exterior square ∧2ψ : ∧2R1pi∗Z(1) ∪→ R2pi∗Z(1)→ Z is the negative of the canon-
ical isomorphism,
and whose morphisms are fibered diagrams, where the maps P → P ′ over E → E′ are
G-equivariant, equipped with the canonical isomorphisms of sheaves under pullback. This
stack is represented by the analytic space Hom(Z×Z, G)×H. By dualizing φ, we find that
the connected component attached to a fixed homomorphism φ : Z× Z→ G parametrizes
complex analytic families of elliptic curves E with G-torsors P and a preferred basis of
fiberwise H1(E) ∼= Z×Z, such that the monodromy of P along a basis element in H1 from
the base point is described by applying φ. When N = 1, we have P = E, and the above
category reduces to the moduli description of the upper half-plane given in [Deligne-1969]
and [Conrad-20??].
(2) Consider the category whose objects are diagrams P
a→ E
e

pi
S of complex analytic spaces,
such that:
• a : P → E is a G-torsor,
• pi : E → S is a smooth proper map whose fibers are genus one curves,
• e : S → E is a section of pi,
and whose morphisms are fibered diagrams, where the maps P → P ′ over E → E′ are
G-equivariant. This is commonly called the complex analytic stack of elliptic curves with
G-torsors, and we will denote it by MGEll.
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The second stack is the quotient of the first by a canonical action of G× SL2(Z), where elements
of G translate among lifts e˜ of e, and elements of SL2(Z) transform the isomorphism ψ. In terms
of coordinates, the points of the first space Hom(Z × Z, G) × H are given by triples (g, h, τ),
where g, h ∈ G commute, and τ ∈ H. The action of G identifies (g, h, τ) with the simultaneous
conjugates (kgk−1, khk−1, τ) as k ranges over elements of G, since changes of base point conjugate
the monodromy of a torsor. The action of SL2(Z) identifies (gahc, gbhd, τ) with (g, h, aτ+bcτ+d) for all(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z). We can view a function on MGEll as a function f(g, h, τ) on Hom(Z × Z, G) × H
that is invariant under this action of G× SL2(Z).
We specialize this picture to the case G = Z/NZ. Functions onMZ/NZEll are functions on Hom(Z×
Z,Z/NZ) × H that are invariant under the action of Z/NZ × SL2(Z) described in the previous
paragraph. In contrast to the general case, the action of Z/NZ is trivial, since it is given by
conjugation in an abelian group. We then have an identification of the coarse moduli space with a
disjoint union of analytic quotients of the upper half plane, and by the analysis of SL2(Z)-orbits
in Z/NZ × Z/NZ in Lemma 3.2, it is a disjoint union of quotients by Γ1(N/m) as m ranges over
divisors of N . In particular, this identification with
∐
Y1(N/m) allows us to make an identification
of function spaces. We summarize the situation as follows:
Lemma 3.6. For any positive integer N , we have linear isomorphisms between the spaces:
(1) Families {f(m)}m|N of modular functions, where each f(m) is invariant under Γ1(N/m).
(2) Functions f on MZ/NZEll .
(3) Functions Fˆi,j(τ) on Z/NZ× Z/NZ× H that obey the relation Fˆi,j(aτ+bcτ+d) = Fˆai+cj,bi+dj(τ)
for
(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z).
(4) Vector-valued functions of type ρM for M = II1,1(N)× II1,1.
Proof. The isomorphism 3 ↔ 1 is given by restriction: f(m) = Fˆ0,m. The fact that this is an
isomorphism is a consequence of Lemma 3.2.
The bijection 2 ↔ 3 is due to the identification of the coarse moduli space of MZ/NZEll as an
analytic quotient of Z/NZ× Z/NZ× H by the action of SL2(Z) given above.
The correspondence between 4↔ 1 was proved in Proposition 3.4. 
3.1.2. Rationality. Let f be a function on MZ/NZEll , and let F be the corresponding vector-valued
form. We give sufficient conditions for F to have rational coefficients.
Lemma 3.7. If the Fourier coefficients c0,k(n) ∈ Q for all k ∈ Z/NZ, and n ∈ Q, then all
coefficients of F are rational. The analogous statement holds if we replace Q with any subring of
C containing Q.
Proof. From the main theorem of [McGraw-2003], the space of vector-valued functions of type ρM
has a basis consisting of functions all of whose Fourier expansions have only integer coefficients. If
we choose such a basis {f i}, then there exist rational numbers ai such that F0,k =
∑
i aif
i
0,k for all
k. By corollary 3.5, F is uniquely determined by its restriction to F0,k, so F =
∑
i aif
i.
This argument works for any ring containing Q, since we may allow the elements ai to lie in the
larger ring. 
We define cˆi,j(n) to be the q
n coefficient of f(gi, gj , τ), so its q-expansion is
∑
cˆi,j(n)q
n. We define
ci,k(n) =
1
N
∑
j∈Z/NZ e(−jk/N)cˆi,j(n), so these are the coefficients of the vector-valued function F .
Lemma 3.8. If ci,k(n) ∈ Q for all i, k ∈ Z/NZ, n < 0, and c0,k(0) ∈ Q for all k, then all
coefficients of F are rational. The analogous statement holds if we replace Q with any subring of
C containing Q.
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Proof. By the main theorem of [McGraw-2003], there exists a basis {f i} for the space of vector-
valued functions of type ρM with integer coefficients. Let V be the space of vector-valued functions
of type ρM such that the expansions of all components are regular, and the constant terms of the
(0, k) components are zero. By our hypotheses, there exists a set {ai} of rational numbers such
that F −∑i aif i lies in V . The inverse Fourier transform gives a bijection between V and the space
of families {f(m)}m|N of modular functions that are regular at all cusps, and whose expansions at
infinity have vanishing constant term. The regularity implies these modular functions are constants,
and the vanishing of the constant term implies these functions are zero. V is therefore composed
of the constant function zero, and F =
∑
i aif
i.
As in the previous lemma, this argument works for larger rings, since we can choose ai appro-
priately. 
3.2. Hecke-monic modular functions. Recall the following definitions from [Carnahan-2010,
Sections 1,2].
(1) Given a finite group G, the equivariant Hecke operator nTn is defined for functions onMGEll
by summing over pullbacks of G-torsors over degree n isogenies. When G is cyclic of order
N and generated by g, we can write a formula for nTn in terms of functions on the complex
upper half-plane:
nTnf(g
i, gj , τ) =
∑
ad=n
0≤b<d
f(gdi, gaj−bi,
aτ + b
d
)
(2) A function f on MZ/NZEll is Hecke-monic if and only if for all n > 0 and any connected
component X ⊂MZ/NZEll there exists a monic polynomial ΦX,n ∈ C[x] of degree n such that
the restriction of nTnf to X is equal to the restriction of ΦX,n(f) to X.
Definition 3.9. A function on MZ/NZEll is principally normalized if f(1, gi, τ) has a q-expansion of
the form q−1 +O(q) for all i ∈ Z/NZ.
Lemma 3.10. If f is a principally normalized Hecke-monic function on MZ/NZEll , then for each
m|N , f(1, gm, τ) is a normalized Hauptmodul invariant under Γ0(N/m).
Proof. Since f is Hecke-monic, and f(1, gk, τ) has q-expansion of the form q−1 + O(q) for all k,
Corollary 3.6 in [Carnahan-2010] implies each f(1, gk, τ) is a normalized Hauptmodul, i.e., each
f(1, gk, τ) has the q-expansion of the required form, is invariant under a genus zero group of
Mo¨bius transformations, and generates the function field of the upper half-plane quotient.
Let
(
ab
cd
) ∈ Γ0(N/m). Then f(1, gm, aτ+bcτ+d) = f(1agcm, 1bgdm, τ) = f(1, gdm, τ). We assumed
f was principally normalized, so the two functions f(1, gm, aτ+bcτ+d) and f(1, g
m, τ) both have q-
expansions of the form q−1 + O(q). By the Hauptmodul property of f(1, gm, τ), the expansions
must be equal. 
Lemma 3.11. Let f be a principally normalized Hecke-monic function on MZ/NZEll . Then,
log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ)) = −
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g, τ)p
m
in a neighborhood of p = q = 0, where p = e(σ) and q = e(τ).
Proof. Following [Norton-1984], we define numbers Hm,n by the bivarial transform (see the next
section for details): the power series q−n + n
∑
mHm,nq
m satisfies two properties:
(1) it is n times the coefficient of pn in − log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ))
(2) it is the unique polynomial in f(1, g, τ) whose expansion has the form q−n +O(q).
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By [Carnahan-2010] Lemma 5.2, mTmf(1, g, τ) is also the unique polynomial in f(1, g, τ) whose
expansion has the form q−n + O(q). Therefore, the expansion of log p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ)) as a
series in p has coefficients given by −Tmf(1, g, τ).
By the genus zero property, f(1, g, τ) is injective in a nontrivial neighborhood of zero in the
q-disc, so log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ)) is the sum of log(1− pq−1) and a power series that converges
absolutely in a nontrivial neighborhood of p = q = 0 in the unit polydisc. Therefore, the product
also converges on the complement of the locus pq = 0 in this neighborhood, and the formal equality
extends to a nontrivial domain. 
Lemma 3.12. Let f be a principally normalized Hecke-monic function onMZ/NZEll , and let F be the
corresponding vector-valued form with coefficients ci,k(n), as defined just before Lemma 3.8. Then
f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ) has an infinite product expansion of the form:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈Z
∏
j∈Z/NZ
(1− e(j/N)pmqn)c0,j(mn)
in a neighborhood of the cusp (i∞, i∞) of H× H.
Proof. We multiply by p and take the logarithm:∑
m>0,n∈Z
∑
j∈Z/NZ
c0,j(mn) log(1− e(j/N)pmqn)
=
∑
m>0,n∈Z
∑
j∈Z/NZ
c0,j(mn)
∞∑
i=1
−1
i
e(ij/N)pmiqni
= −
∑
m>0,n∈Z
∑
0<a|(m,n)
1
a
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
c0,Nr(mn/a
2)e(ar)pmqn
= −
∑
m>0
pm
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
n∈Z
cˆ0,a(dn)q
an
= −
∑
m>0
pm
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
0≤b<d
e(b/d)
d
∑
n∈Z
cˆ0,a(n)q
an/d
= −
∑
m>0
pm
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
∑
n∈Z
cˆ0,a(n)e(b/d)q
an/d
= −
∑
m>0
pm
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
Fˆ0,a(
aτ + b
d
)
= −
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g, τ)p
m
By Lemma 3.11, this is equal to log p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ)), and both converge on a nontrivial
neighborhood of p = q = 0 in the unit polydisc. Therefore, the product is equal to f(1, g, σ) −
f(1, g, τ) on a nontrivial neighborhood of p = q = 0. 
We now wish to consider a product expansion of f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ) in a neighborhood of
the cusp (i∞, 0). Here, we take “expansion of f(1, g, τ) at zero” to mean the q-expansion of
f(1, g,−1/τ). Since f(1, g,−1/τ) = f(g, 1, τ), we are really seeking an infinite product expansion
of f(1, g, σ)− f(g, 1, τ) at (∞,∞).
Proposition 3.13. Let f be a principally normalized Hecke-monic function on MZ/NZEll , and let F
be the corresponding vector-valued function, with coefficients ci,k(n) as in Lemma 3.12. Then in a
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neighborhood of infinity, f(1, g, σ)− f(g, 1, τ) has a product expansion:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)cm,Nn(mn)
Proof. We multiply the product by p and take the logarithm to get:
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
cm,Nn(mn)
∑
i>0
−1
i
pmiqni
= −
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
∑
0<a|(m,Nn)
1
a
cm/a,Nn/a(mn/a
2)pmqn
= −
∑
m>0
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
cd,Nn(dn)p
mqan
= −
∑
m>0
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
0≤b<d
1
d
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
n∈dr+Z
e(−br)cd,Nr(n)e(br)qan/dpm
= −
∑
m>0
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
n∈dr+Z
e(−br)cd,Nr(n)e
(
n
aτ + b
d
)
pm
= −
∑
m>0
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
cˆd,−b(n)e
(
n
aτ + b
d
)
pm
= −
∑
m>0
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
f
(
gd, g−b,
aτ + b
d
)
pm
= −
∑
m>0
Tmf(g, 1, τ)p
m
= −
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g,−1/τ)pm
By Lemma 3.11, this sum agrees with the expansion of log p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ)) at (i∞, 0)
as elements of the formal power series ring C((q1/N ))[[p]]. The function p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ))
has no zeroes or poles in a neighborhood of the line {(σ, τ) ∈ H∗ × H|σ = i∞, τ ∈ iR>0}, so
log p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ)) is single-valued and holomorphic in a neighborhood of the same line.
To show that the two cusp expansions at (i∞, i∞) and (i∞, 0) are analytic continuations of each
other, it suffices to show that they converge on neighborhoods whose union contains this line. We
note that by a standard theorem of several complex variables (e.g., [Gunning-1990, Theorem B.2]),
the domain of convergence is always a complete Reinhardt domain with log-convex base.
Because the function τ 7→ f(1, g, τ) has a simple pole at infinity and is holomorphic on H,
we can use the following injectivity property: for any y ∈ R>0, there exists σ with sufficiently
large imaginary part that any τ ∈ H satisfying =(τ) > y and f(1, g, τ) = f(1, g, σ) also satisfies
τ − σ ∈ Z. Equivalently, given any y, there exists α ∈ R>0 such that the power series expansion
of log p(f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ)) converges in the region {(p, q) | |p| < e(iα), |q| < e(iy)}, i.e., on
a polydisc. Since y is arbitrary, we have convergence on the complement of an arbitrarily small
segment of the line {(σ, τ) ∈ H∗×H|σ = i∞, τ ∈ iR>0}. This reduces the problem to showing that
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the power series expansion of log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(g, 1, τ)) converges in a nontrivial neighborhood of
the cusp (i∞, i∞).
Case 1: Suppose f(g, 1, τ) has a pole at infinity, i.e., f(1, g, τ) has a pole at zero. Corollary 3.6
in [Carnahan-2010] asserts that f(1, g, τ) has global symmetries, i.e.,, there exists some element(
ab
cd
) ∈ PSL2(R) that takes zero to infinity, such that f(1, g, τ) = f(1, g, aτ+bcτ+d) for all τ ∈ H.
Since zero is taken to infinity, we have d = 0, and the fact that f is a Hauptmodul implies the
transformation must have the form τ 7→ a− b/τ for b|N and a ∈ Q. Then using Lemma 3.11,
−
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g,−1/τ)pm = −
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g, a− b−1/τ )
= −
∑
m>0
Tmf(1, g, a+ bτ)
= log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, a+ bτ))
a is real and b is nonzero, so the last line is the sum of log(1 − e(−a)pq−b) and a power series
that converges on a nontrivial neighborhood of p = q = 0. This implies log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(g, 1, τ))
converges near (i∞, i∞).
Case 2: Suppose f(g, 1, τ) is regular at infinity, i.e., f(1, g, τ) is regular at zero. By continuity, there
exists a neighborhood U ⊂ H × H, whose closure contains the cusp (i∞, 0), satisfying f(1, g, σ) 6=
f(1, g, τ) for all (σ, τ) ∈ U . The function log p(f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ)) is therefore single-valued and
holomorphic on U and has a unique power series expansion that converges absolutely uniformly on
some open subset of U containing (i∞, 0). 
3.3. Replicable functions and products. This section is not essential for the main results, but
it describes a direct relationship between replicability of series and the form of infinite products.
Definition 3.14. ([Norton-1984]) For any formal Laurent series f(q) =
∑
n∈Z c(n)q
n ∈ C((q)) of
the form q−1 +O(q), one has the bivarial transform, which yields numbers Hm,n by the formal ex-
pansion log f(p)−f(q)
p−1−q−1 = −
∑∞
m,n=1Hm,np
mqn. The series f is called replicable if all of its coefficients
are integers and the value of Hm,n depends only on mn and (m,n). A holomorphic function on the
upper half plane is replicable if it admits a q-expansion that is a replicable series.
Lemma 3.15. A Laurent series f with integer coefficients is replicable if and only if one has the
following formal infinite product expansion
f(p)− f(q) = p−1
∏
m>0,n≥−1
(1− pmqn)c(m,n)
such that the exponents c(m,n) depend only on mn and (m,n).
Proof. The presence of the p−1 in the front of the product restricts the form of f to have a simple
pole of residue 1 at q = 0. Taking the formal logarithm of both sides of the product formula yields:
log(f(p)− f(q)) = log(p−1 − q−1)−
∑
i>0
∞∑
m,n=1
c(m,n)
i
pmiqni
= log(p−1 − q−1)−
∞∑
m,n=1
pmqn
∑
t|(m,n)
c(m/t, n/t)/t.
We see that Hm,n =
∑
t|(m,n) c(m/t, n/t)/t, and note that if c(m,n) only depends on mn and
(m,n), then the same is true for Hm,n. We can use Mo¨bius inversion to reverse this process:
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∞∑
m,n=1
Hm,np
mqn =
∞∑
i=1
1
i
∞∑
m,n=1
c(m,n)pmiqni
∞∑
t=1
µ(t)
t
∞∑
m,n=1
Hm,np
mtqnt =
∞∑
i,t=1
µ(t)
it
∞∑
m,n=1
c(m,n)pmitqnit
=
∞∑
s=1
∑
it=s
µ(t)
s
∞∑
m,n=1
c(m,n)pmsqns
∞∑
m,n=1
pmqn
∑
t|(m,n)
µ(t)
t
Hm/t,n/t =
∞∑
m,n=1
pmqn
∑
s|(m,n)
c(m/s, n/s)
s
∑
t|s
µ(t)
∑
t|(m,n)
µ(t)
t
Hm/t,n/t =
∑
s|(m,n)
c(m/s, n/s)
s
δs,1
= c(m,n)
By the same reasoning as before, if each Hm,n depends only on mn and (m,n), then the same
holds for c(m,n). 
The notion of replicable function was originally introduced in [Conway-Norton-1979], where it
was defined in terms of explicit relations between coefficients of the q-expansion. This interpretation
was formalized in [Norton-1984] as the existence of “replicate functions”, and a proof of equivalence
was sketched. Given a formal Laurent series of the form f(q) = q−1+O(q) =
∑
n∈Z c(n)q
n ∈ Z((q)),
and an integer n > 0 there is a unique normalized Faber polynomial Φn(x) (depending on f), defined
by the property that Φn(f(q)) = q
−n + O(q). Since the polynomial in f(q) that is n times the
coefficient of pn in the formal series − log p(f(p) − f(q)) also has this form, we have Φn(f(q)) =
q−n + n
∑
mHm,nq
m. It is straightforward to show that f(q) is replicable if and only if for any
t ∈ Z>0 there exists a series f (t)(q) = q−1+O(q) such that Φn(f(q)) =
∑
ad=n,0≤b<d f
(a)(e(b/d)qa/d).
The series f (t) =
∑
n>0 a
(t)
n qn is called the t-th replicate of f , and by suitable use of Mo¨bius
inversion, one can show that it is unique if it exists, with coefficients satisfying the relations:
Hm,n =
∑
t|(m,n)
1
t
a
(t)
mn/t2
and a
(t)
k = t
∑
s|t
µ(s)Hkts,t/s.
Definition 3.16. A replicable series f is has order N if f (n+N) = f (n), for all n > 0.
In Proposition 5.3 of [Carnahan-2010], we gave an interpretation of replicability of a function as
the condition that all equivariant Hecke operators Tn applied to the function are equal to certain
polynomials applied to the function. In particular, Lemma 5.2 identifies the series Φn(f(q)) with
nTnf(q), and Corollary 5.4 asserts that finite order replicable functions are either Hauptmoduln
invariant under some Γ1(N) or have the form q
−1, q−1 − q, or q−1 + q.
Definition 3.17. A replicable series f is completely replicable if for all n > 0, the series f (n) is
also replicable.
If f is replicable, then the condition that f is completely replicable is equivalent to the (a priori
stronger) condition that (f (s))(t) exists and is equal to f (st) for all s, t > 0 [Kozlov-1994]. Theorem
1.3 of [Cummins-Gannon-1997] asserts that completely replicable functions of finite order are either
Hauptmoduln, or have finite expansions of the form q−1, q−1 + q, or q−1 − q. By Corollary 5.6 in
[Carnahan-2010], there is a natural bijection between principally normalized Hecke-monic functions
on MZ/NZEll and completely replicable modular functions of order dividing N .
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Lemma 3.18. If f is a completely replicable series of order N , then the exponents c(m,n) in the
formal product expansion of f(p)− f(q) depend only on mn and (m,n,N).
Proof. Suppose f is completely replicable of order N . From the previous discussion, we know
that H(m,n) =
∑
t|(m,n) c(m/t, n/t)/t =
∑
t|(m,n)
1
t a
(t)
mn/t2
. Mo¨bius inversion then yields c(m,n) =∑
st|(m,n)
µ(s)
st a
(t)
mn/s2t2
. Following the arguments after equation (10.4) of [Borcherds-1992], we note
that if b is any function on positive integers such that b(n) depends only on (n,N) for some N ,
then
∑
st=k µ(s)b(t) is zero unless k|N . Since the coefficients a(t)n depend only on n and (t,N),
the sum
∑
st=k µ(s)a
(t)
mn/s2t2
vanishes unless k|N . In particular, we obtain the simplified equation
c(m,n) =
∑
st|(m,n,N)
µ(s)
st a
(t)
mn/s2t2
, which depends only on mn and (m,n,N). 
We suspect that a converse holds as well, i.e., that the conclusion of this lemma gives a charac-
terization of finite order completely replicable functions.
3.4. Singular theta-lifts. We rephrase the product formula results of Section 3.2 in terms of
Borcherds-Harvey-Moore singular theta-lifts. This section is not strictly necessary for the Lie
algebra constructions in this paper, but the formalism allows us to consider product expansions at
cusps other than (i∞, i∞) and (i∞, 0). These are often Weyl denominators for infinite dimensional
Lie superalgebras, but it is not at all clear what physical interpretation they should have.
We introduce some geometry, borrowing heavily from [Borcherds-1998a]. Let O2,2 be the auto-
morphism group of the quadratic form Q(a, b, c, d) 7→ ab + cd. We employ the transpose-inverse
outer automorphism of SL2 to construct two commuting embeddings SL2 → O2,2 via:
(
a b
c d
)
7→

a 0 b 0
0 d 0 −c
c 0 d 0
0 −b 0 a
 or

a 0 0 b
0 d −c 0
0 −b a 0
c 0 0 d

This induces an injection SL2(Z)×SL2(Z)→ Aut(II1,1×II1,1) as an index four subgroup. If we view
M = II1,1(N)×II1,1 as a sublattice of II1,1×II1,1 in these coordinates as Z×NZ×Z×Z, the above
map pulls back to Γ0(N)×Γ0(N)→ Aut(M). The Grassmannian G(M) ∼= O2,2(R)/O2(R)×O2(R)
is the space of two dimensional positive definite subspaces of M ⊗R. If we choose a point in G(M)
and an ordered basis XM , YM of the corresponding positive definite plane, then XM +iYM ∈M⊗C.
The vector XM + iYM has norm zero if and only if XM and YM are orthogonal and of equal norm.
There is an action of C× on the space of ordered orthogonal bases whose vectors have equal
positive norm, by simultaneous rotations and dilations. The manifold G(M), which is isomorphic
as a hermitian symmetric domain to H×H, can be viewed as an analytic open subset of the quadric
surface of all norm zero vectors in P(M ⊗ C). In particular, the subspace of P(M ⊗ C) for which
XM (equivalently, YM ) has positive norm has two connected components, and we will choose one
of them to identify with G(M), placing an orientation on the plane spanned by XM and YM . Each
copy of Γ0(N) above acts on M and M ⊗ C by norm-preserving transformations, and the product
Γ0(N)×Γ0(N) in Aut(M) acts on the norm zero vectors in the projectivization, preserving G(M).
The canonical C×-torsor over P(M ⊗ C) restricts to a C×-torsor P over G(M), and since G(M)
is contractible, we can trivialize the associated line bundle. Trivializations are not equivariant
under the action of Γ0(N)× Γ0(N), and we say that a function on G(M) is an automorphic form
of weight k if under an inverse trivialization of the the kth tensor power of this line bundle, the
function becomes an invariant section. We are concerned with automorphic functions, i.e, weight
zero forms.
We choose once and for all an identification G(M) ∼= H × H by sending the C×-span of the
norm zero vector (i, i, 1, 1) ∈ M ⊗ C to (i, i) ∈ H × H. We can specify the rest of the points by
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Mo¨bius transformations on each copy of H, essentially using Iwasawa decomposition:
(√
y x/
√
y
0 1/
√
y
)
sends i to x + iy, so by using the above embeddings SL2 → O2,2 and rescaling appropriately,
(z1, z2) = (x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) corresponds to the C×-span of:
(−y1y2 + x1x2 + ix1y2 + ix2y1,−1, x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) = (z1z2,−1, z1, z2)
Lemma 3.19. Given a vector λ = (a, b, c, d) ∈M ⊗ R of negative norm,
λ⊥ = {(z1, z2) ∈ H× H|z1 = −cz2 + a
bz2 + d
}
Proof. Orthogonality with (a, b, c, d) is equivalent to the condition −a + bz1z2 + cz2 + dz1 = 0.
Solving for z1 yields the answer. 
Remark: The negative norm condition on λ is equivalent to the corresponding matrix
(−c a
b d
)
having positive determinant, so the condition is necessary for the set λ⊥ to be nonempty.
Cusps are represented by norm zero vectors in M , and they can be produced by taking limits
of Mo¨bius transformations - in particular, the cusp at (1, 0, 0, 0) corresponds to (i∞, i∞) under
our identification. The orbits of cusps in H×H under the action of Γ0(N)× Γ0(N) naturally map
to AutM orbits of primitive norm zero vectors in M . Cusp generation can be done explicitly as
follows: Any a/c ∈ P1(Q) is the image of i∞ under some τ 7→ aτ+bcτ+d in SL2(Z), so the cusp at
(a1/c1, a2/c2) corresponds to the vector:
a1 0 b1 0
0 d1 0 −c1
c1 0 d1 0
0 −b1 0 a1


a2 0 0 b2
0 d2 −c2 0
0 −b2 a2 0
c2 0 0 d2


1
0
0
0
 =

a1a2
−c1c2
c1a2
a1c2

with a sign ambiguity. To go back, we write a primitive norm zero vector as (a, b, c, d). Using the
above vector representation, we find that the corresponding cusp is (a/c = −d/b,−c/b = a/d),
where we choose fractions that don’t have the form 0/0. The following four cusps will be most
important to us:
±(1, 0, 0, 0)↔ (i∞, i∞)
±(0, 1, 0, 0)↔ (0, 0)
±(0, 0, 1, 0)↔ (0, i∞)
±(0, 0, 0, 1)↔ (i∞, 0)
3.4.1. Lorentzian case. Borcherds’s strategy for evaluating theta-lifts for orthogonal groups of in-
definite signature is to split off hyperbolic subspaces of the real span of the lattice until one gets
a definite space, for which the Grassmannian is a point, then build up lifts for increasingly larger
lattices in terms of the lifts for the smaller ones.
Given a primitive norm zero vector z ∈M , we form a singular lattice z⊥ ⊂M , and a hyperbolic
lattice K = z⊥/Zz. We choose a norm zero z′ ∈M⊗R such that (z, z′) = 1, and this lets us identify
K with a sublattice of M ⊗ R that lies in the orthogonal complement of z and z′. For example,
when z = (0, 0, 1, 0) , we can choose z′ = (0, 0, 0, 1), and this identifies K with II1,1(N)×{0} ⊂M .
If instead z = (1, 0, 0, 0), we can choose z′ = (0, 1, 0, 0) ∈M∨, identifying K with {0} × II1,1 ⊂M .
Once we have chosen z and K, we can make a second parametrization of G(M) following
[Borcherds-1998a] section 13. Given an oriented basis (XM , YM ) ∈ G(M) satisfying (YM , z) = 0,
(XM , z) > 0, there exists a positive norm vector Y ∈ K ⊗ R such that YM is a sum of Y and
a multiple of z. Y is determined only by the choice of z and the choice of orientation of the
basis. The set of positive norm vectors in K ⊗ R has two connected components, and we choose
a cone C to be the component corresponding to our choice of orientation. This identifies G(M)
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with K ⊗ R + iC ⊂ K ⊗ C, and this identification is a special case of the general fact that the
Grassmannian for O2,n−2 is isometric to the Cartesian product of the Lorentz space R1,n−3 with its
positive light cone. There is a map K ⊗ R+ iC → P given by letting Z = X + iY ∈ K ⊗ R+ iC
and setting ZM := (Z,−1, Q(Z)) ∈ K ⊗ C⊕ Cz′ ⊕ Cz ∼= M ⊗ C to be the unique norm zero point
having inner product 1 with z and projection Z.
Inside K, we choose a primitive norm zero vector w, and another norm zero vector w′ ∈ K∨
satisfying (w,w′) = 1. Following [Borcherds-1998a] section 5, we can construct functions FM , FK ,
and F0 by combining individual components of F :
FM =
∑
δ∈M∨/M
Fδeδ = F
FK =
∑
λ∈K∨/K
eλ
∑
δ∈M∨/M,δ|z⊥=λ
Fδ
F0 =
∑
λ∈K∨/K,λ|(K∩w⊥)=0
∑
δ∈M∨/M,δ|(M∩z⊥)=λ
Fδ
=
∑
δ∈(M∨∩(Qw+Qz))/M
Fδ
The notation δ|z⊥ = λ means that we lift λ to a set of linear functions K → Z, pull them back
along the projection z⊥ → K, lift δ to a set of linear functions M → Z, restrict them to z⊥, and
compare the elements of the two sets.
Lemma 3.20. Let f be a principally normalized function on MZ/NZEll , and let F = FM be the
corresponding vector-valued function. If z = (1, 0, 0, 0), then FK is a scalar function of the form
q−1 +O(q), and F0 has the form q−1 +O(q). If z = (0, 0, 1, 0) or (0, 0, 0, 1), and if w = (1, 0, 0, 0),
then FK has N
2 components, the N components in the span of w have the form q−1 + O(q) (if it
is the zero component) or O(q) (otherwise), and F0 has the form q
−1 +O(q).
Proof. If z = (1, 0, 0, 0), z⊥ = {(a, 0, c, d)} ⊂ M and K∨/K is trivial, so the sum is over λ = 0
and δ ∈ {(a, 0, c, d) + M} ⊂ M∨/M . Using the identification with the coordinate switch, we have
FK =
∑
a∈Z/NZ F0,a = Fˆ0,0. Since f is principally normalized, this has the form q
−1 +O(q).
If z = (0, 0, 1, 0), then z⊥ = {(a, b, c, 0)} ⊂ M , and K∨/K ∼= Z/NZ × Z/NZ. If z = (0, 0, 0, 1),
then z⊥ = {a, b, 0, d} ⊂M , and K∨/K is the same. In either case, each component of FK is defined
by a sum over δ that has exactly one summand. By the identification of M∨/M with Z/NZ×Z/NZ,
the components in the span of w have the form F0,a for a ∈ Z/NZ. Since f is principally normalized,
we have Fˆ0,k = q
−1 + O(q) for all k, and F0,a = 1N
∑
k∈Z/NZ e(−ak/N)Fˆ0,k = δ0,aq−1 + O(q).
Unwinding the sum, we find that F0 =
∑
a∈Z/NZ F0,a = Fˆ0,0 = q
−1 +O(q). 
Lemma 3.21. If F0 = q
−1 +O(q), then the singular theta-lift for the zero lattice is Φ0 = −8pi.
Proof. By [Borcherds-1998a] Corollary 9.3, Φ0 is
pi
3 times the constant term of F0E2. We multiply
q−1 +O(q) by 1− 24q +O(q2) to get a constant term of -24. 
To describe the singular theta-lift ΦK for the Lorentzian lattice, we need to introduce some
notation. G(K) is the space of positive-definite lines in R1,1, and can be identified with one
connected component of the hyperbola of the norm one vectors v ∈ K⊗R. We write wv+ to denote
the orthogonal projection of the norm zero vector w to the line v+ spanned by v, cλ(0) describes the
constant terms in FK , and B2(x) is the periodic function that equals x
2−x+ 1/6 when 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
Then by [Borcherds-1998a] Theorem 10.2, we have
√
2|wv+ |ΦK(v, FK) = Φ0 + 4piw2v+
∑
λ∈K∨/K,λ|(K∩w⊥)=0
cλ(0)B2((λ,w
′))
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By [Borcherds-1998a] Theorem 6.3, ΦK is a piecewise linear function on the positive cone of G(K)
in K ⊗ R.
Lemma 3.22. If F0 = q
−1 +O(q) and none of the components of FK has a nonzero constant term,
then ΦK(v, FK) = −8
√
2pi|w′v+ |.
Proof. Since the constant terms cλ(0) vanish, the sum in the above formula is zero. Hence,√
2|wv+ |ΦK(v, FK) = Φ0, and this is −8pi. We can write v = mw′ + nw, so v2 = 2mn = 1,
wv+ = mv, |wv+ | = m, and |w′v+ | = n = 1/2m. Then Φ(mw′ + nw, FK) = −8
√
2pin. 
Following [Bruinier-2002], we define for each λ ∈ K∨, n < 0, a distinguished set of points
H(λ, n) = {λ⊥|cλ(n) 6= 0, Q(λ) = n}. The complement of
⋃
λ,nH(λ, n) in G(K) is a finite disjoint
union of segments. Their positive cones in K ⊗ R are called the Weyl chambers in K, and ΦK is
real analytic (in fact a piecewise polynomial) when restricted to a Weyl chamber. Given a Weyl
chamber W , we write (λ,W ) > 0 if the inner product of λ with any vector in the interior is positive.
The set {λ ∈ K∨|cλ(n) 6= 0 for some n} is contained in the disjoint union of {λ ∈ K∨|(λ,W ) > 0}
with {λ ∈ K∨|(−λ,W ) > 0}.
For each primitive norm zero vector z ∈ M (equivalently, each cusp) and each Weyl chamber
W , a Weyl vector ρ(K,W,FK) can be defined by 8
√
2pi(ρ(K,W,FK), v) = |v|ΦK(v/|v|, FK). By
[Borcherds-1998a] theorem 10.4, we have ρ(K,W,FK) = ρww + ρw′w
′, where
ρw′ = constant term of F0(τ)E2(τ)/24
ρw =
1
4
∑
λ∈(K∨∩Qw)/K
cλ(0)B2((λ,w
′))
Lemma 3.23. If F0 = q
−1 + O(q) and none of the components of FK in the span of w has a
nonzero constant term, then ρ(K,W,FK) = −w′.
Proof. Since E2(τ) = 1 − 24q + . . . , we have ρw′ = −1. Since all of the cλ(0) vanish in the sum,
ρw = 0. 
3.4.2. Signature 2,2. We now consider the singular theta-lift ΦM . This is a real-analytic function
on G(M) ∼= H×H with logarithmic singularities along certain divisors of the form λ⊥, as described
in theorem 6.2 of [Borcherds-1998a]. We are more interested in holomorphic functions Ψ satisfying
ΦM = −4 log |Ψ|, because Ψ may be highly invariant and has zeroes and poles along the same
divisors.
Theorem 3.24. Let f be a principally normalized Hecke-monic function on MZ/NZEll , and let F
be the corresponding vector-valued function of type ρM . Suppose at least one of the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(1) c0,k(n) ∈ R for all k ∈ Z/NZ and all n ∈ Q.
(2) ci,k(n) ∈ R for all n < 0, and all i, k ∈ Z/NZ.
Then the function f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ) satisfies the following properties:
(1) It is invariant under the the standard action of Γ0(N)× Γ0(N) on H× H.
(2) The only zeroes and poles lie on rational quadratic divisors λ⊥ for λ ∈ M , Q(λ) < 0 and
are zeroes of order ∑
0<x∈R,xλ∈M∨
cxλ(Q(λ)x
2).
(3) For each primitive norm zero vector z ∈ M , let mz denote the smallest positive value of
the inner product of z with a vector in M . For each Weyl chamber W of K, the restriction
of f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ) has an infinite product expansion converging when Z = X + iY ∈
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K ⊗ R + iC ⊂ K ⊗ C is in a neighborhood of the cusp of z and Y ∈ W . The product is
some constant of absolute value∏
k∈Z/mzZ
k 6=0
(1− e(k/mz))ckz/mz (0)/2
times
e((Z, ρ(K,W,FK)))
∏
λ∈K∨,(λ,W )>0
∏
δ∈M∨/M,δ|z⊥=λ
(1− e((λ, Z) + (δ, z′)))cδ(Q(λ))
Furthermore, if we let e((w′, Z)) = p and e((w,Z)) = q, then the expansions of f(1, g, σ)−f(1, g, τ)
at z = (i∞, i∞) and (i∞, 0) are given by the product formulas from Lemma 3.12 and Proposition
3.13:
f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ) = p−1
∏
m>0,n∈Z
∏
j∈Z/NZ
(1− e(j/N)pmqn)c0,j(mn)
f(1, g, σ)− f(g, 1, τ) = p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)cm,Nn(mn).
Proof. Since f is principally normalized, the constant terms of F0,k vanish for all k, so in particular
they are rational. If the first condition holds, Lemma 3.7 applies, and if the second condition holds,
Lemma 3.8 applies, so in either case, all coefficients of F are real.
Since the q-expansion coefficients cλ(n) of F are real, and c0(0) = 0, then the arguments in the
proof of [Borcherds-1998a] Theorem 13.3 show that there is a multivalued function ΨM (ZM , F )
that is holomorphic for ZM in an open dense subset of P := {Z ∈ M ⊗ C|Q(Z) = 0, (Z,Z) > 0}
with the following properties:
(1) ΨM (ZM , F ) is invariant under the scaling action of C× on P , i.e., it descends to a mul-
tivalued function Ψ on an open dense subset of G(M). Ψ is invariant up to phase under
Aut(M,F ) ⊇ Γ0(N)× Γ0(N).
(2) The only zeroes and poles of Ψ lie on rational quadratic divisors λ⊥ for λ ∈ M , Q(λ) < 0
and are zeroes of order ∑
0<x∈R,xλ∈M∨
cxλ(Q(λ)x
2).
If for some λ this sum is not an integer, there is a branch on λ⊥ with monodromy given
by exponentiating 2pii times this sum. Ψ has single-valued holomorphic branches on any
simply-connected neighborhood that has trivial intersection with the locus where this sum
is not an element of N.
(3) For each primitive norm zero vector z ∈ M , let mz denote the smallest positive value of
the inner product of z with a vector in M . For each Weyl chamber W of K, the restriction
Ψz(Z,F ) has an infinite product expansion converging when Z = X + iY ∈ K ⊗R+ iC ⊂
K ⊗ C is in a neighborhood of the cusp of z and Y ∈W . The product is some constant of
absolute value ∏
k∈Z/mzZ
k 6=0
(1− e(k/mz))ckz/mz (0)/2
times
e((Z, ρ(K,W,FK)))
∏
λ∈K∨,(λ,W )>0
∏
δ∈M∨/M,δ|z⊥=λ
(1− e((λ, Z) + (δ, z′)))cδ(Q(λ))
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The branch locus of Ψ is nowhere dense, since it is contained in {Z ∈ λ⊥|λ ∈ M∨, 0 > Q(λ) > k}
for any negative k that bounds the order of the poles of F .
The reader may notice a remarkable similarity between these properties of Ψ given by Borcherds’s
theorem and the properties we claim for f(1, g, σ) − f(1, g, τ) in the statement of our theorem.
Indeed, our goal for the next two paragraphs is to show that Ψ and f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ) are equal
up to multiplication by an invertible constant.
We consider the product expansion at the cusp z = (i∞, i∞) = (1, 0, 0, 0). By Lemma 3.20 we
have FK = q
−1 +O(q) and F0 = q−1 +O(q). We fix w = (0, 0, 1, 0) and w′ = (0, 0, 0, 1), and Lemma
3.23 implies ρ(K,W,FK) = −w′, so e((Z, ρ(K,W,FK))) = p−1. The Weyl chambers are the two
components of the complement of the hyperplane (w − w′)⊥, and we choose W to be the Weyl
chamber whose boundary contains the null vector w. The set of λ ∈ K∨ satisfying (λ,W ) > 0 are
then those of the form mw′+nw, with m > 0. Here, mz = N , and all F0,j have no constant terms,
so cjz/N (0) = c0,j(0) = 0, and the constant multiple has norm 1. Choosing z
′ = (0, 1, 0, 0), we have:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈Z
∏
j∈Z/NZ
(1− e(j/N)pmqn)c0,j(mn)
= e((Z,−w′))
∏
m>0,n∈Z
∏
j∈Z/NZ
(1− e( j
N
z, z′)e((mw′, Z))e((nw,Z)))cjz(mn)
= e((Z, ρ(FK ,W,K)))
∏
λ∈K∨
(λ,W )>0
∏
δ∈M∨/M
δ|M∩z⊥=λ
(1− e((λ, Z) + (δ, z′)))cδ(Q(λ))
The function Ψ has a unit magnitude constant ambiguity in its definition, so we may choose
this constant to be one in a neighborhood of the cusp z. Since the above product is equal to the
expansion of f(1, g, σ)−f(1, g, τ) as shown in Lemma 3.12, the two functions have identical analytic
continuations, and Ψ is therefore single-valued. In particular, we find that the singular theta-lift is
given by ΦM = −4 log |f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ)|.
We now consider the cusp z = (i∞, 0) = (0, 0, 0, 1). If we choose w = (1, 0, 0, 0) and w′ =
(0, 1, 0, 0), Lemma 3.20 and Lemma 3.23 imply the Weyl vector is −w′, and e((Z, ρ(K,W,FK))) =
p−1. In this case, the Weyl chambers may be more complicated, since there may be more singular
terms in FK , but again we choose the chamber whose boundary contains w. Here, mz = 1, so the
constant multiple has unit magnitude. Choosing z′ = (0, 0, 0, 1) we have:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)cm,Nn(mn)
= e((Z,−w′))
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− e(mw′, Z)e(nw,Z))cmw′+nw(mn)
= e((Z, ρ(FK ,W,K)))
∏
λ∈K∨
(λ,W )>0
∏
δ∈M∨/M
δ|M∩z⊥=λ
(1− e((λ, Z) + (δ, z′)))cδ(Q(λ))
This matches the product expansion given in Proposition 3.13 
To fit the results about Hecke-monic product expansions from Section 3.2 into the singular theta-
lift framework, it now suffices to show that either the singularities of F have real coefficients, or
that F has real coefficients along the span of w. We do not know how to do this in general, but it
can be proved for the cases that interest us most.
Corollary 3.25. Let g be a generator of Z/NZ, and let pi : Z/NZ→M be a homomorphism to the
monster simple group, such that the McKay-Thompson series Tpi(g)(τ) is invariant under Γ0(N).
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Define functions f(m) by f(m)(τ) = Tpi(gm)(τ), and let F be the corresponding vector-valued function
of type ρM . Then the first condition in Theorem 3.24 is satisfied. In particular, we have product
expansions at all cusps with exponents given by coefficients of F , and the theta-lift ΦM is equal to
−4 log |f(1, g, σ)− f(1, g, τ)|.
Proof. The McKay-Thompson series satisfy Tpi(gi)(τ) = Tr(g
iqL0−1|V \), where L0 − 1 is a grading
operator on the monster vertex algebra V \, which we can view as a graded vector space with a
homogeneous monster action. If Vn is the subspace of V
\ on which L0 − 1 acts by multiplication
by n, then the qn coefficient of Tpi(gi)(τ) is Tr(g
i|Vn). The Fourier transform takes traces of powers
of g to multiplicities of eigenvalues, so the coefficient c0,k(n) is the dimension of the subspace of Vn
on which g acts by e(k/N). These dimensions are non-negative integers, so the first condition is
satisfied. The rest of the claims then follow from the theorem. 
Note: For the cases where Tg(τ) has squarefree level, this construction was suggested in Example
13.9 in [Borcherds-1998a], and the product formulas in question were proved in [Scheithauer-2008].
Scheithauer went a bit further in those cases, constructing multiple vector-valued forms, and writing
down product expansions at all cusps.
Remark: There is a larger class of functions that we can fit into this framework, namely the
completely replicable modular functions (see Section 3.3). Given such a function f(1) invariant
under Γ0(N), we set f(m) to be its mth replicate, and by Corollary 5.6 in [Carnahan-2010], this
defines a principally normalized Hecke-monic function on MZ/NZEll . It is more difficult to verify the
first condition given in Theorem 3.24, since the functions Fˆ0,j do not appear as characters of a
previously constructed representation of a group. Instead, we exhaustively computed the singular
components of Fˆ using the description of all n|h-type invariance groups given in [Ferenbaugh-1993],
and verified that ci,k(n) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for all n < 0. Here 1 (resp. −1) occurs if and only if a Fricke
involution acts by 1 (resp. −1) on f(i). Since these coefficients are real, the second condition in
Theorem 3.24 holds.
3.5. A monstrous example. In this section, we describe an example of a product formula and
an interpretation in vertex operator algebra language. The construction of the product formula
is purely function-theoretic, and uses only the Hauptmodul property of some functions found in
[Conway-Norton-1979]. However, our interpretation of these formulas in terms of algebraic struc-
tures rests on the construction in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988] of the monster vertex operator
algebra V \ and the corresponding interpretation of McKay-Thompson series as characters.
As we mentioned in the introduction, if we forget some of the structure of V \, we have a vector
space with commuting actions of a semisimple operator L0, which endows it with a grading, and the
monster simple group M, which acts homogeneously. We fix an element g of the monster simple
group, and let Tg(τ) := Tr(gq
L0−1|V \) ∈ C((q)) be the graded character. We will call this the
McKay-Thompson series for g, although this is not how the series were originally defined (since
the conceptual interpretation as the character of a known object rests on the construction of V \
in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988]). For each m ≥ 1, we define f(m) to be Tr(gmqL0−1|V \).
For any function f on the upper half-plane, we define its eigengroup to be the subgroup of ele-
ments of SL2(R) whose action on H takes f to a constant multiple of itself. Conway and Norton
[Conway-Norton-1979] introduced the notation Γ0(n|h) to denote the group of matrices{(
a b/h
cn d
)
| ad− bcn/h = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ Z
}
,
where n = |g|, and h|(24, n). The group Γ0(n|h) contains Γ0(nh), is conjugate to Γ0(n/h), and can
be extended to Γ0(n|h) + s1, s2, . . . by adjoining some Atkin-Lehner involutions Ws1 ,Ws2 , . . . for
si exactly dividing nh.
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Conway and Norton conjectured that (under the original interpretation of McKay-Thompson
series, without the existence of V \) the set of these functions {f(m)}m>0 satisfies the follow-
ing property: f(1) has an eigengroup of the form Γ0(n|h) + s1, s2, . . . for some h, and f(m) has
eigengroup Γ0(n
′|h′) + s′1, s′2, . . . , where n′ = n/(n,m), h′ = h/(h,m), and s′i = si if and only
if si|n′h′ and s′i = 1 otherwise. Frenkel, Lepowsky, and Meurman reinterpreted this assertion
in terms of characters of the vertex operator algebra V \ they constructed, proving many cases
[Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], and Borcherds proved it in full, using the same interpretation
[Borcherds-1992]. A consequence of this fact is that (setting N = nh), if f(1) is fixed by Γ0(N),
then f(m) is fixed by Γ0(N/(N,m)). Therefore, we can assemble these functions into a principally
normalized Hecke-monic function onMZ/NZEll , and take the Fourier transform to get a vector-valued
function F . Note that N may be larger than |g|, since h may be greater than one. The eigengroups
for all of the elements of the monster can be found in Table 2 of [Conway-Norton-1979].
In this setting, we can call Fˆ the “trace function” and F the “multiplicity function” since
their components (conjecturally) describe the traces and multiplicities of eigenvalues for an action
of Z/NZ on the irreducible twisted modules of V \. The details of twisted modules are outside
the scope of this paper, but we remark that the notion was introduced in a restricted form in
[Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], and subsequently generalized in the work of several authors.
We will show in the next section that when we expand Ψ at (i∞, 0), the exponents in the product
are the root multiplicities of a certain Lie algebra that we can define by generators and relations.
Assuming some additional conjectures, there is a variant of the Goddard-Thorn no-ghost theorem
that implies the root spaces are naturally isomorphic to the eigenspaces of the corresponding twisted
modules. We hope to address this in future work.
We give a specific example to illuminate some of the objects in play. We will focus on the case
of an element in conjugacy class 3C, since that case is interesting for several reasons:
• The centralizer of 3C in M is a direct product of Z/3Z with Thompson’s sporadic simple
group Th, and since Th has no nontrivial central extension [ATLAS], the irreducible 3C-
twisted module of V \ has a natural action of Th.
• The McKay-Thompson series for 3C is a three-fold dilation of the character of the basic
representation of affine E8, and the character of the 3C-twisted module is (conjecturally) a
3-fold compression of the same. While Th embeds in E8(F3), it does not embed in E8(C)
[Cohen-Griess-1987]. It is natural to ask whether the action of Th on the 3C-twisted module
extends to an action of E8(F3), and if so, precisely where the obstruction to a 3-adic lift
resides. This is analogous to an open problem in [Borcherds-1998b] concerning a certain
mod 3 vertex algebra gV attached to class 3C.
• The dilation in the characters can be viewed as the 3-adic U3 Hecke operator, arising from
the Frobenius isogeny on mod 3 elliptic curves. The “Frobenius compression” arises in
the proof of Corollary 4.8 in [Borcherds-Ryba-1995], where it is used to endow the mod 3
vertex algebra gV with a conformal vector. It would be interesting to have this apparent
relationship between mod p phenomena and twisted modules fleshed out more.
• Most importantly for us, 3C is the conjugacy class of smallest order such that for an
element g, the level of Tg is strictly greater than the order of g. The higher level creates a
µ3 ambiguity in the SL2(Z) compatibility formula in the generalized moonshine conjecture,
since Tg(−1/τ) is not invariant under translation by 3. This behavior is called a phase
anomaly in the mathematical physics literature. When we consider centralizers of elements
of M, this ambiguity manifests as the nontriviality of central extensions, i.e., in the analysis
below, we are essentially pretending that g generates a cyclic group of order 9.
Let g be an element of order 3 in the conjugacy class 3C. Its McKay-Thompson series is
Tg(τ) = q
−1 + 248q2 + 4124q5 + 34752q8 + · · · = j(3τ)1/3,
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which has eigengroup
Γ0(3|3) =
(
1/3 0
0 1
)
SL2(Z)
(
3 0
0 1
)
,
i.e., this group acts by roots of unity. In fact, y3 =
(
1 1/3
0 1
)
acts by e(−1/3), x3 =
(
1 0
3 1
)
acts
by e(1/3), and the Fricke involution
(
0 −1
9 0
)
fixes Tg. The fixing group, which is normal of index
three in the eigengroup, contains Γ0(9) as an index 4 subgroup, and the Fricke involution together
with x3y3 and x
2
3y
2
3 are representatives of the nontrivial cosets. Armed with the above information,
we can construct a table whose entries are the components of Fˆ . Rows and columns are indexed
from 0 to 8 (mod 9).
J Tg(τ) Tg(τ) J Tg(τ) Tg(τ) J Tg(τ) Tg(τ)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+1) Tg(
−1
τ+2) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+4) Tg(
−1
τ+5) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+7) Tg(
−1
τ+8)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+5) Tg(
−1
τ+1) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+2) Tg(
−1
τ+7) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+8) Tg(
−1
τ+4)
J ζ3Tg(τ) ζ
2
3Tg(τ) J ζ3Tg(τ) ζ
2
3Tg(τ) J ζ3Tg(τ) ζ
2
3Tg(τ)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+7) Tg(
−1
τ+5) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+1) Tg(
−1
τ+8) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+4) Tg(
−1
τ+2)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+2) Tg(
−1
τ+4) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+8) Tg(
−1
τ+1) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+5) Tg(
−1
τ+7)
J ζ23Tg(τ) ζ3Tg(τ) J ζ
2
3Tg(τ) ζ3Tg(τ) J ζ
2
3Tg(τ) ζ3Tg(τ)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+4) Tg(
−1
τ+8) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+7) Tg(
−1
τ+2) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+1) Tg(
−1
τ+5)
Tg(
−1
τ ) Tg(
−1
τ+8) Tg(
−1
τ+7) Tg(
−1
τ+6) Tg(
−1
τ+5) Tg(
−1
τ+4) Tg(
−1
τ+3) Tg(
−1
τ+2) Tg(
−1
τ+1)
The function J above denotes the SL2(Z)-invariant function T1(τ) = j(τ)−744 = q−1+196884q+
21493760q2 + . . . . Taking the Fourier transform, we can describe the vector-valued function F by
another table (with the same indexing).
f0 0 0 f3 0 0 f6 0 0
0 0 f4 0 0 f7 0 0 f1
0 f5 0 0 f8 0 0 f2 0
f6 0 0 f0 0 0 f3 0 0
0 0 f1 0 0 f4 0 0 f7
0 f2 0 0 f5 0 0 f8 0
f3 0 0 f6 0 0 f0 0 0
0 0 f7 0 0 f1 0 0 f4
0 f8 0 0 f2 0 0 f5 0
The functions are given by:
f0 = (J + 2Tg)/3 = q
−1 + 65628q + 7164752q2 + . . .
f1 = q−1/9 + 34752q8/9 + 4530744q17/9 + . . .
f2 = 4124q5/9 + 1057504q14/9 + . . .
f3 = (J − Tg)/3 = 65628q + 7164504q2 + . . .
f4 = 248q2/9 + 213126q11/9 + . . .
f5 = 248q2/9 + 213126q11/9 + . . .
f6 = (J − Tg)/3 = 65628q + 7164504q2 + . . .
f7 = 4124q5/9 + 1057504q14/9 + . . .
f8 = q−1/9 + 34752q8/9 + 4530744q17/9 + . . .
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The singular terms are f0 with a pole of order 1, and f1 = f8, with poles of order 1/9. Since
the residues are integers, F satisfies the second condition of Theorem 3.24. We can describe the
zeros of Ψ by lifting the vector-valued function above to assign functions to each vector in M∨.
Recall from section 3.1 that we identify M = Z × 9Z × Z × Z and M∨ = 19Z × Z × Z × Z. Ψ
has zeros of order one along rational quadratic divisors λ⊥ for those λ ∈ M of the following form:
Any λ ∈ M with Q(λ) = −1 is assigned f0, and has a pole corresponding to divisors σ = Aτ for
A ∈ Γ0(9). Any λ ∈M with Q(λ) = −9, satisfying λ/9 ∈M∨ with λ/9 assigned f1 or f8 has a pole
corresponding to divisors σ = Aτ for A ∈
(
0 −1
9 0
)
Γ0(9). Any λ ∈M with Q(λ) = −9, satisfying
λ/3 ∈M∨ with λ/3 assigned f0 has a pole corresponding to divisors σ = Aτ for A ∈ x3y3Γ0(9) (if
λ/3 ≡ (1/3, 3, 0, 0) mod M) or A ∈ x23y23Γ0(9) (if λ/3 ≡ (2/3, 6, 0, 0) mod M). Ψ also has a product
expansion at the cusp (0, 0, 0, 1) = (i∞, 0) given by:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
9
Z
(1− pmqn)c(m,n)
Here, c(m,n) is given by c1(9mn) + c2(mn)/3 if m/3 and 3n are integers, and c1(9mn) other-
wise, where Tg(τ) =
∑
n∈Z c1(n)q
n and
∑
n∈Z c2(n)q
n = J(τ) − Tg(τ) = 196884q + 21493512q2 +
864299970q3 + 20245856256q4 + . . . .
This product is the expansion of Tg(σ) − Tg(−1/τ). Up to a change of grading, this product is
equivalent to the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds denominator of one of the monstrous Lie algebras described
in section 10 of [Borcherds-1992].
There is a good reason why most of the entries of F are zero, and it is because F descends to a
vector-valued modular function for a lattice L× II1,1 that contains M = II1,1(9)× II1,1 as an index
three sublattice, where L is isomorphic to Z × Z with the quadratic form (a, b) 7→ 3ab + b2. In
particular, F is supported on L∨/M , which is an index three subgroup of M∨/M . Other elements
whose McKay-Thompson series have level larger than their order (i.e., with h > 1 in the sense of
[Conway-Norton-1979]) behave similarly.
For most elements, namely those with h = 1, the lattice quotients have the form Z/NZ×Z/NZ.
However, for 3C, L∨/L ∼= Z/9Z, and we expect that the category of representations of the fixed
point vertex algebra (V \)g has a braided tensor structure, with fusion algebra naturally isomorphic
to Z[L∨/L], such that each f i equal to the graded dimension of the corresponding irreducible object.
Since it is in general quite difficult to determine the representation theory of fixed point algebras,
this interpretation is still conjectural.
We can view the vector-valued function F in a more holistic way, as a vector-valued character of
an abelian intertwining algebra, in the sense of [Dong-Lepowsky-1993], and the theory of abelian
intertwining algebras will still work if we replace 〈g〉 with any cyclic subgroup of M, or with a
choice of many non-cyclic abelian subgroups. There is an alternative viewpoint that extends to
larger subgroups, given by vertex algebra objects (i.e., singular commutative rings) in a braided
tensor category. We intend to show in forthcoming work that these objects are much easier to study
than representations of fixed point algebras, once some conceptual hurdles are overcome. For the
3C case, there is more than one interesting way to view the braided category in question:
(1) The most straightforward view is that this is the category of L∨/L-graded vector spaces,
where the braided monoidal structure is classified up to equivalence by the induced Q/Z-
valued quadratic form. This view can be generalized to abelian subgroups.
(2) To connect this structure to the action of 〈g〉, one can view it as the Drinfeld center of the
monoidal category of Z/3Z-graded vector spaces, with associator twisted by a nontrivial
3-cocycle with coefficients in C×. Equivalently, the braided category is the category of
modules of a twisted quantum double of C[Z/3Z] [Dijkgraaf-Pasquier-Roche-1990]. This
viewpoint extends to treat nonabelian subgroups of the monster.
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(3) The abelian category of Z/3Z-graded vector spaces can be viewed more naturally as vector
bundles on the group Z/3Z, and the twisted associator on the convolution tensor structure
describes a nontrivial 2-group structure, equivalent to the based loop space of a nontrivial
K(C×, 2)-torsor over BZ/3Z. Our monoidal category is given by sheaves on this 2-group
with convolution, and its center is given by either conjugation-equivariant sheaves on the
2-group, or equivalently, sheaves on the free loop space of the torsor. If we expand our view
to the abelian category C of all twisted modules of V \, there is a natural strict action of
a 2-group M˜ whose structure is described up to equivalence (following Sinh’s conditions -
see section 8 of [Baez-Lauda-2004]) by pi0(M˜) ∼= M, pi1(M˜) ∼= Aut(IdC), and a nontrivial
element of H3(pi0(M˜), pi1(M˜)), where the module structure is trivial.
The constant ambiguity in the generalized moonshine conjecture seems to arise from the non-
triviality of the higher structure in M˜, and we can see it manifested in the 3C case. There is an
action of the centralizer CM˜(g) on the category of g-twisted modules, which induces an action of
a C× central extension of CM(g) on any fixed irreducible g-twisted module, with a lift of g acting
by the conformal operator e(L0). The class of the central extension is given by restriction of the
loop transgression of a 3-cocycle on M (see section 3 of [Willerton-2008]). Further restriction of the
2-cocycle to the cyclic group generated by g is yields a trivializable cocycle, but any trivialization
is incompatible with the assignment of e(L0) as a distinguished lift of g. When we pull back to the
degree 3 central extension Z/9Z, the compatibility is achievable.
In general, when we deal with cyclic subgroups of M, we can trivialize the restricted 2-group
structure by passing to an abelian central extension, and in the above treatment of the 3C case,
we did this by essentially pretending that g had order 9. Since Th has no nontrivial discrete
central extensions, we can descend to an action of Z/9Z × Th on the irreducible twisted module.
Geometrically, the nontriviality of the 3-cocycle implies that g-twisted modules are not canonically
attached to ramified points on anM-cover of an algebraic curve, because the twisted modules are not
admissible in the sense of [Frenkel-Szczesny-2004]. Instead, one can either introduce a formalism
of M˜-covers, or attach modules to nonzero one-jets at those points. The e(L0) incompatibility
mentioned in the previous paragraph implies that the dependence on choice of 1-jet is nontrivial.
We will treat the geometric formalism more thoroughly in [Carnahan-20??].
4. Lie algebras
In this section, we give a conditional proof of the generalized moonshine conjecture. It requires
strong assumptions concerning group actions on certain Lie algebras, together with a technical
hypothesis concerning genus 1 correlation functions.
In the first part, we construct Lie algebras whose denominator identities give the product for-
mulas from the previous section. Then we introduce a notion of non-Fricke compatibility for Lie
algebras, and show that the Lie algebras we constructed using McKay-Thompson series have posi-
tive subalgebras that are Fricke or non-Fricke compatible with cyclic group actions. We introduce
some assumptions for groups acting on these Lie algebras, and show that under those assump-
tions, the resulting characters are weakly Hecke-monic. The weakly Hecke-monic functions are
automatically genus zero in the Fricke case, but otherwise, we need an additional assumption.
4.1. Denominator formulas. Generalized Kac-Moody algebras were introduced by Borcherds in
[Borcherds-1988]. The theory is very similar to that of Kac-Moody algebras, since the algebras
are described by a Cartan matrix giving generators and relations, with the main distinction being
the possibility of having imaginary simple roots, i.e., generators of non-positive norm. Like Kac-
Moody algebras, they admit character formulas, but the formulas have correction terms for the
imaginary simple roots. In the case of the trivial representation, we obtain the Weyl-Kac-Borcherds
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denominator formula: ∑
w∈W
(w)w(S) = e(ρ)
∏
α∈∆+
(1− e(−α))mult(α)
Here, S = e(ρ)
∑
s (s)e(s), where s runs over all sums of pairwise orthogonal imaginary simple
roots. From a homological algebra standpoint, this formula expresses an isomorphism of virtual
vector spaces H∗(E) ∼= ∧∗(E) arising from the Chevalley resolution of the trivial representation.
We are interested in the rank two setting, where the root lattice is Lorentzian of signature
(1, 1). Since the real simple roots generate a Kac-Moody algebra, there are at most two of them,
but the imaginary simple roots can have arbitrary multiplicity. For example, one can generate
a large family of such algebras by choosing an arbitrary non-negative Laurent series of the form
f(q) = q−1 +
∑
n>0 anq
n ∈ q−1N[[q]], setting a real simple root at (1,−1), and imaginary simple
roots of multiplicity an at (1, n). This algebra has a Weyl group of order two, and the Weyl-Kac-
Borcherds denominator formula equates f(p) − f(q) with p−1 times a product of binomials of the
form 1− pmqn.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose we are given a product formula of one of the following two types:
(1) f(p)− f(q1/N ) = p−1∏m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z(1− pmqn)c(m,n), where f(q) = q−1 +
∑∞
n=1 c(1, n/N)q
n ∈
q−1N[[q]].
(2) f(p) − g(q1/N ) = p−1∏m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z(1 − pmqn)c(m,n), where f(q) = q−1
∏∞
n=1(1 − qn)c(n,0)
satisfies c(n, 0) ∈ N for all n, and g(q) = ∑n≥0 c(1, n)qn ∈ N[[q]]
Then there exists a unique generalized Kac-Moody algebra with that product formula as denominator
formula.
Proof. This proof follows a strategy similar to the construction of the monster Lie algebra in
[Jurisich-Lepowsky-Wilson-1995].
We begin by choosing the root lattice, whose underlying group is Z × 1NZ, and whose rational
bilinear form is induced from the rational quadratic form Q((m,n)) = mn. In particular, the inner
product is given by 〈(a, b/N), (c, d/N)〉 = ad+bcN for all integers a, b, c, d. We also introduce notation
for describing the characters of vector spaces graded by the root lattice: A one dimensional vector
space concentrated in degree (m,n) ∈ Z× 1NZ has character pmqn.
For the first type of product formula, we construct a Cartan matrix by allocating c(1, n) rows
and columns to degree (1, n), and placing −Nm−Nn in every entry whose row has degree (1, n)
and whose column has degree (1,m), for each m,n ∈ 1NZ. The resulting matrix has the following
properties:
(1) The matrix is symmetric.
(2) There is exactly one non-negative diagonal entry. It is equal to 2, and corresponds to
c(1,−1/N) = 1.
(3) Off-diagonal entries are non-positive integers.
The three conditions for a generalized Cartan matrix listed in [Borcherds-1995a] are therefore
satisfied by our matrix. We form the universal generalized Kac-Moody algebra described by this
matrix, and let g be the quotient by the center. Since the matrix has one positive diagonal entry,
there is one real simple root, and the Weyl group has order 2. The Cartan subalgebra has dimension
2, and we may choose the Weyl vector to be ρ = (−1, 0), since that vector satisfies the defining
property that (ρ, αi) = −12(αi, αi) for all simple roots αi. If f has nonzero terms in positive degree,
then the Weyl vector is unique.
The left side of the denominator formula for g has the form
∑
w∈W (w)w(S). Since all imaginary
simple roots have negative norm, all sets of pairwise orthogonal imaginary simple roots have size
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at most one, so
S = e(ρ)
∑
s
(s)e(s) = p−1
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
c(1, n)pqn.
The left side of the denominator formula is therefore
∑
n c(1, n)q
n −∑n c(1, Nn)pNn, which is the
left side of the product formula. The right side of the denominator formula for g has the form
e(ρ)
∏
α∈∆+
(1− e(−α))mult(α)
The positive roots α ∈ ∆+ have the property that e(α) = pmqn for some m > 0 and n ∈ 1NZ, so
we can rewrite this expression as
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)mult(α).
Since f(p) − f(q1/N ) has a unique product expansion in binomials of the form (1 − paqb), the
multiplicities of the roots α are given by c(m,n).
For the second type, we construct a Cartan matrix by allocating c(1, n) rows and columns to
degree (1, n), c(m, 0) rows and columns to degree (m, 0), and specifying the following entries:
(1) We place the integer −Nm−Nn in every place with row degree (1, n) and column degree
(1,m).
(2) We place the integer −Nmn in every place with row degree (1, n) and column degree (m, 0),
or with row degree (m, 0) and column degree (1, n).
(3) We place 0 in every place with row degree (m, 0) and column degree (n, 0).
This matrix is symmetric, with non-positive off-diagonal entries, and it has no positive diagonals,
so it satisfies the criteria of [Borcherds-1995a]. As before, we form the universal generalized Kac-
Moody algebra described by this matrix, and let g be the quotient by its center. This algebra has
no real simple roots, so its Weyl group is trivial. As in the first case, the Cartan subalgebra is
two-dimensional and the Weyl vector ρ is given by (−1, 0).
Since the Weyl group of this algebra is trivial, the left side of the denominator formula for g is
just S = e(ρ)
∑
s (s)e(s). Unlike the first case, there are imaginary simple roots of norm zero, and
they are orthogonal to each other, so the sum is somewhat more complicated. We note that the
imaginary simple roots of degree (1, n) for n > 0 are not orthogonal to any others, so they appear in
the sum once. The rest of the imaginary simple roots have degree (m, 0) for positive integers m, and
these roots are mutually orthogonal. In other words, S is given by adding
∑∞
n=1−c(1, n/N)pqn/N
to an alternating sum of over all finite sets of simple roots of degree (m, 0). The alternating sum
can be viewed as the character of the exterior algebra whose basis is given by those simple roots,
and this has the form of an infinite product. We get:
∑
s
(s)e(s) =
∞∑
n=1
−c(1, n/N)pqn/N +
∞∏
m=1
(1− pm)c(m,0)
= p(f(p)− g(q1/N ))
Therefore, S = f(p)− g(q1/N ).
The right side of the denominator formula is similar to the first case:
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
(1− pmqn)mult(α).
However, in this case, there are no real simple roots, so n can be restricted to range over positive
numbers. As before, uniqueness of the product formula implies the multiplicities are given by the
exponents c(m,n). 
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Remark: If the exponents in a product are non-integral or negative, we can view the product as a
denominator formula for a more general Lie algebra object in virtual vector spaces. The monstrous
Lie superalgebras in [Borcherds-1992] correspond to the setting of supervector spaces and negative
integer exponents.
There is a distinguished subclass of these generalized Kac-Moody algebras, made of those whose
denominator formulas have modular forms on the left, and products with coefficients of modular
forms on the right. In contrast to the general case, it is expected that there are only finitely many
examples of these.
Theorem 4.2. For each g ∈M, the product expansion of Tg(σ)−Tg(−1/τ) as given in Proposition
3.13 is the denominator formula of a unique generalized Kac-Moody Lie algebra.
Proof. We split this question into two cases:
(1) g is Fricke, i.e., if Tg(τ) is invariant under some τ 7→ −1/Nτ .
(2) g is non-Fricke, i.e., if Tg(τ) is regular at zero.
For the Fricke case, Tg(σ)−Tg(−1/τ) = Tg(σ)−Tg(τ/N), so if we assume the coefficients of Tg(τ)
(equivalently, those of Tg(−1/τ)) are nonnegative integers, then the expansion has the form of the
first case of Lemma 4.1. The coefficients are already known to be integers, so it suffices to show that
they are nonnegative. By [Dong-Li-Mason-2000], there exists an irreducible g-twisted module of V \,
unique up to isomorphism, such that its character is a constant times the q-expansion Tg(−1/τ).
Since the character has nonnegative integer coefficients and the leading term of Tg(−1/τ) is 1, this
constant must be a positive rational number, and the coefficients of Tg(τ) are nonnegative.
For the non-Fricke case, the power series expansion of Tg(σ) − Tg(−1/τ) has no terms with
any negative powers of q. By the second case of Lemma 4.1, it suffices to check that Tg(−1/τ)
has nonnegative integer coefficients, and that Tg(τ) is an eta-product η(a1τ)
b1η(a2τ)
b2 . . . η(anτ)
bn
whose exponents satisfy the following positivity condition:
• For any residue class k modulo lcm({a1, . . . , an}),∑
i∈{1,...,n}
ai|k
bi ≥ 0.
Here, the notation ai|k means the order of k in Z/lcm({a1, . . . , an})Z divides the order of
ai.
The information necessary for verifying these conditions already exists in encoded form in Tables
2 and 3 in [Conway-Norton-1979]. Table 2 gives a “symbol” for each conjugacy class, and the non-
Fricke elements are those whose symbol has the form n−, n|h for h 6= n, n+ s1, s2, . . . where no si
is equal to n, and n|h+s1, s2, . . . , where no si is equal to n/h. Table 3 gives eta-product expansions
of some of the non-Fricke elements, and the rest are described in the “Harmonies and Symmetriza-
tions” column. Checking this information in each case, we find that the positivity condition is
satisfied, and that Tg(−1/Nτ) = k1 +k2/Tg(τ) for some positive integers k1, k2. The coefficients of
Tg(−1/τ) are therefore integers, and either by using the results of [Dong-Li-Mason-2000] as in the
Fricke case, or by analyzing the eta product expansion of
Tg(−1/τ)−k1
k2
, we find that the coefficients
of Tg(−1/τ) are non-negative. 
4.2. Compatibility. Let G be a group, and let g be an element of order N in the center of
G. Suppose we have a collection V = {V i,j/Nk |i, j ∈ Z/NZ, k ∈ 1NZ} of G-modules, such that the
action of g on V
i,j/N
k is given by constant multiplication by the root of unity e(j/N), and dimV
i,j/N
k
grows subexponentially with k, i.e., for any  > 0, there is some C > 0 such that for all i, j, k,
dimV
i,j/N
k < Ce
k.
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From [Carnahan-2010], we say that a complex Lie algebra E is Fricke compatible with the triple
(G, g,V) if:
(1) E is graded by Z>0× 1NZ, with finite dimensional homogeneous components Ei,j . We write
E =
⊕
i>0,j∈ 1
N
ZEi,jp
iqj , where p is a (1, 0) degree shift, and q is a (0, 1) degree shift. We
can view this as a character decomposition under an action of a two dimensional torus H.
(2) E admits a homogeneous action of G by Lie algebra automorphisms, such that we have
G-module isomorphisms Ei,j ∼= V i,j1+ij
(3) The homology of E is given by:
• H0(E) = C
• H1(E) =
⊕
n∈ 1
N
Z V
1,n
1+npq
n
• H2(E) = p
⊕∞
m=1 V
1,−1/N
1−1/N ⊗ V
m,1/N
1+m/Np
m
• Hi(E) = 0 for i > 2.
(4) E1,−1/N ∼= V 1,−1/N1−1/N is one dimensional.
We define here the complementary notion that is suited to non-Fricke elements of the monster.
Definition 4.3. A complex Lie algebra E is non-Fricke compatible with the triple (G, g,V) if:
(1) E is graded by Z>0× 1NN, with finite dimensional homogeneous components Ei,j . We write
E =
⊕
i∈N,j∈ 1
N
NEi,jp
iqj , where p is a (1, 0) degree shift, and q is a (0, 1) degree shift. We
can view this as a character decomposition under an action of a two dimensional torus H.
(2) E admits a homogeneous action of G by Lie algebra automorphisms, such that we have
G-module isomorphisms Ei,j ∼= V i,j1+ij
(3) The homology of E is given by:
• H0(E) = C.
• H1(E) =
⊕
n∈ 1
N
N V
1,n
1+npq
n ⊕⊕∞m=1 V m,01 pm.
• Hi(E) =
∧
i(
⊕∞
m=1 V
m,0
1 p
m) for i ≥ 2.
Remark: The last condition matches the higher homology of E with the higher homology of the
abelian subalgebra
⊕
m>0 V
m,0
1 p
m.
Proposition 4.4. Let G = 〈g〉 be a cyclic group of order N , and let φ : G → M be a homo-
morphism. Let Tg(τ) denote the McKay-Thompson series for the automorphism of V
\ described
by φ(g), and assume it is invariant under Γ0(N). Let V be the collection of G-modules defined by
setting the dimension of V
i,j/N
k to be the coefficient ci,j(k) of the vector-valued form associated to
Tg, with g acting by multiplication by e(j/N). Let Wg be the generalized Kac-Moody Lie algebra
whose denominator formula is the product formula for the expansion of Tg(σ)−Tg(−1/τ), given in
Proposition 3.13. Define an action of G on Wg by setting g to act on vectors of degree (m,n) by
e(n), and let Eg be the Lie subalgebra of Wg formed by the positive root spaces. If g is Fricke, then
Eg is Fricke compatible with (G, g,V), and if g is non-Fricke, then Eg is non-Fricke compatible
with (G, g,V).
Proof. We split the problem into two cases:
First: Suppose g is Fricke. From Theorem 4.2, there is one real simple root in degree (1,−1/N),
and rest of the positive roots are imaginary with multiplicity cn,m(−mn) in degree (m,n) for all
m ∈ N, n ∈ 1NN. Eg therefore satisfies the grading restriction condition, and E1,−1/N is one
dimensional.
G acts by Lie algebra automorphisms, because the action of g is determined by grading in a
multiplicative way, i.e, the action factors through the adjoint action of the torus H.
The action of G on root spaces of Eg is identified with the action on the spaces in V, since g acts
by e(n) on V m,n1+mn for all m ∈ Z, n ∈ 1NZ.
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Since Wg is generalized Kac-Moody, the homology of Eg is given by a formula analogous to the
denominator formula. The homology groups can be calculated by the rule at the end of section 4 in
[Borcherds-1992], i.e., noting that Proposition 7.9 in [Garland-Lepowsky-1976] can be adapted to
the case of generalized Kac-Moody algebras admitting a Weyl vector. This adaptation was executed
in detail in the proof of Theorem 3.6 in [Jurisich-2004]. We find that Hi(Eg) is the subspace of∧i(Eg) spanned by homogeneous vectors of degree r satisfying (r + ρ)2 = ρ2, or equivalently,
(r, r + 2ρ) = 0. ρ is the vector (−1, 0), so the only degrees r for which the condition holds have
the form (m, 0) or (1, n) for m ≥ 0, n ∈ 1NZ. Since Eg is supported in degrees (a, b/N) for a a
positive integer and b ∈ Z, the only nonzero vectors of ∧(Eg) in degree (1, n) are the simple roots
in Eg =
∧1(Eg). Since E1,−1/N is one dimensional, the only nonzero vectors of ∧(Eg) in degree
(m+ 1, 0) lie in V
m,1/N
1+m/N ∧ V
1,−1/N
1−1/N ⊂
∧2(Eg). Therefore the homology has the necessary form for
Fricke-compatibility.
Second: Suppose g is non-Fricke. From Theorem 4.2, there are no real simple roots, and the
positive roots are all imaginary with multiplicity cn,m(−mn) in degree (m,n) for all m ∈ N,
n ∈ 1NN. Eg therefore satisfies the grading restriction condition.
By the same argument as in the first case, G acts by Lie algebra automorphisms, and there are
G-module isomorphisms Ei,j ∼= V i,j1+ij .
As in the Fricke case, Hi(Eg) is the subspace of
∧i(Eg) spanned by homogeneous vectors of
degree r satisfying (r, r + 2ρ) = 0, and the only degrees r for which this condition holds have the
form (m, 0) and (1, n) for m > 0, n ∈ 1NN. Since Eg is supported in degrees (a, b/N) for a a positive
integer and b ∈ N, the only nonzero vectors of ∧(Eg) in degree (1, n) are the degree (1, n) vectors
in Eg =
∧1(Eg), and the only nonzero vectors in degree (m, 0) are elements in the exterior algebra
of
⊕∞
m=1 V
m,0
1 p
m. This has the form necessary to satisfy the non-Fricke condition. 
Corollary 4.5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.4, Tg(−1/τ) =
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z dimV
1,n
1+nq
n.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, the part of the homology of Eg concentrated in degree (1, n) is V
1,n
1+n ⊂∧1(Eg), in H1. By Theorem 4.2, the denominator identity for Wg is given by Tg(σ)− Tg(−1/τ) =
p−1
∏
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z(1−pmqn)cm,Nn(mn). The pure-in-q part of the left side is Tg(−1/τ), while the pure-
in-q part of the right side is given by
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z c1,Nn(n)q
n, which is equal to
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z dimE1,nq
n. We
find that:
Tg(−1/τ) =
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
c1,Nn(n)q
n
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
dimE1,nq
n
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
dimV 1,n1+nq
n

4.3. Twisted denominator formulas. In this section, G is a finite group with an element g of
order N in its center, and V is a collection of G-modules as described in the previous section.
Following [Carnahan-2010], we can define “formal orbifold partition functions” for any h ∈ G:
Z(gk, glhm, τ) :=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
n∈kr+Z
Tr(glhm|V k,r1+n)e(nτ)
These are a priori formal power series in q1/N , but they converge on H, by the subexponential
growth condition in the definition of V. We refer to the collection of these functions as Z.
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Lemma 4.6. Suppose G = 〈g〉 is a cyclic group of order N equipped with a homomorphism pi :
G → M, such that Tg(τ) has level N . Let V be the compatible family given in Proposition 4.4.
Then for all i ∈ Z, the orbifold partition function Z(g, gi, τ) is equal to Tg( −1τ+i).
Proof. By Corollary 4.5,
Z(g, 1, τ) =
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(1|V 1,n1+n)e(nτ)
= Tg(−1/τ)
If we substitute τ + i for τ , and note that gi acts on V 1,n1+n by multiplication by e(in), we get:
Tg(
−1
τ + i
) =
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(1|V 1,n1+n)e(nτ + in)
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(gi|V 1,n1+n)e(nτ)
= Z(g, gi, τ)

Recall from [Carnahan-2010] Proposition 6.1, that for any Lie algebra E Fricke-compatible with
the data (G, g,V), and any h ∈ G, we had:
p−1 +
∑
m>0
Tr(h|V 1,−1/N1−1/N )Tr(h|V
m,1/N
1+m/N )p
m −
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(h|V 1,nn+1)qn
= p−1 exp
−∑
i>0
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(hi|V m,n1+mn)pimqin/i

Proposition 4.7. Suppose G and g are as described in the previous section, and suppose E is
non-Fricke compatible with (G, g,V). Then for any h ∈ G,
p−1 exp
(
−
∑
i>0
∑
m>0
Tr(hi|V m,01 )pim/i
)
−
∑
n∈ 1
N
N
Tr(h|V 1,n1+n)qn =
= p−1 exp
−∑
i>0
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
N
Tr(hi|V m,n1+mn)pimqin/i
 .
Proof. It suffices to show that the left and right sides of the equation describe Tr(h|H•(E)) and
Tr(h|∧•(E)), respectively. The proof is essentially identical to [Carnahan-2010], Proposition 6.1.
The exponential portions are a formal consequence of the definition of Adams operations. 
Recall from [Carnahan-2010] that we define equivariant Hecke operators by
TnZ(g, h, τ) =
1
n
∑
ad=n,0≤b<d
Z(gd, g−bha,
aτ + b
d
).
If we apply the substitution g 7→ gi, h 7→ gj , we get the formula in the beginning of Section
3.2. A function Z on Hom(Z × Z, G)/G ×
±Z
H is weakly Hecke-monic for (g, h) if TnZ(g, h, τ) is
a monic polynomial of degree n in Z(g, h, τ) for all n > 0. When g is Fricke, the combination
of Proposition 4.4 in this paper and [Carnahan-2010], Proposition 6.2 directly imply Z(g, h, τ) is
weakly Hecke-monic.
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Proposition 4.8. Let φ : 〈g〉 →M be a homomorphism, such that Tg(τ) is invariant under Γ0(|g|)
and φ(g) is a non-Fricke element of M. Let G be a group with g in its center, and let V and
E be defined as 〈g〉-modules as in Proposition 4.4. Suppose that the actions of 〈g〉 on V and E
extend to actions of G, such that they are non-Fricke compatible. Then for any h ∈ G, Z is weakly
Hecke-monic for (g, h).
Proof. This is very similar to Proposition 6.2 in [Carnahan-2010]. We multiply both sides of the
twisted denominator formula and take logarithms:
log
exp(−∑
i>0
∑
m>0
Tr(hi|V m,01 )pim/i
)
− p
∑
n∈ 1
N
N
Tr(h|V 1,n1+n)qn

= −
∑
i>0
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
N
Tr(hi|V m,n1+mn)pimqin/i
= −
∑
m>0,n∈ 1
N
N
∑
0<a|(m,Nn)
1
a
Tr(ha|V m/a,n/a
1+mn/a2
)pmqn
= −
∑
m>0
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
n∈ 1
N
N
Tr(ha|V d,n1+dn)pmqan
= −
∑
m>0
∑
ad=m
1
a
∑
0≤b<d
1
d
∑
n∈ 1
N
N
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
n∈dr+Z
e(−br)Tr(ha|V d,r1+n)e(br)qan/dpm
= −
∑
m>0
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
∑
n∈ 1
N
N
∑
r∈ 1
N
Z/Z
n∈dr+Z
Tr(g−bha|V d,r1+n)e(n
aτ + b
d
)pm
= −
∑
m>0
1
m
∑
ad=m
0≤b<d
Z(gd, g−bha,
aτ + b
d
)pm
= −
∑
m>0
TmZ(g, h, τ)p
m
Isolating the terms that are degree k in p on the first line yields a polynomial of degree k in Z,
with leading coefficient −1/k. 
For the Fricke-compatible case, we used the analogous result to give a strong genus zero state-
ment, in Proposition 6.3 of [Carnahan-2010]. This was possible because the function Z(g, h, τ)
had a pole at infinity. Here, the question is more challenging, because the functions arising from
non-Fricke compatible algebras are regular at infinity.
4.4. Twisted modules - hypotheses. We will use a little theory from vertex operator algebras
and their twisted modules, but not in much depth. As we remarked earlier, twisted modules were
introduced in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], and were essential in the construction of the
monster vertex algebra V \. While twisted modules have much subtle structure, we will only work
with them explicitly in their capacity as vector spaces with a semisimple action of an operator
L0, whose eigenvalues produce a grading. We will describe actions of groups that respect some
essential additional structure, namely an internal action of the Virasoro algebra (in which L0 is
a distinguished element acting semisimply), and such actions will be called conformal. Recall
from before that the main player here is the monster vertex algebra V \ endowed with a conformal
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action of the monster simple group M with graded dimension J(τ) (as constructed and proved
in [Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988]), and whose graded characters Tg(τ) := Tr(gq
L0−1|V ) are
the Hauptmoduln listed by Conway and Norton [Conway-Norton-1979] (as proved by Borcherds
[Borcherds-1992]).
Let G = 〈g〉 ∼= Z/NZ be a cyclic group with a conformal action on V \, such that f(1)(τ) :=
Tg(τ) = Tr(gq
L0 |V \) is invariant under Γ0(N). For each m|N , we let f(m)(τ) := Tgm(τ), which is
invariant under Γ0(N/m).
From [Dong-Li-Mason-2000], we have the following results:
(1) (Proposition 12.4 and Theorem 10.3) For each integer i, there is a unique isomorphism class
of irreducible gi-twisted module of V \. We write it V \(gi).
(2) (Theorems 8.1 and 5.4) Each twisted module V \(gi) admits a conformal action of G com-
patible with the action of G on V \ (i.e., producing a G-equivariant module structure), such
that gi acts as e(L0).
(3) Tr(gjqL0−1|V \(gi)) = C(i, j)Fˆi,j(τ) for nonzero constants C(i, j).
Remark: We wish to elaborate on the second result in the above list. For each g ∈ M, the
monster acts weakly on the category of g′-twisted modules, where g′ ranges over conjugates of g,
by fixing the underlying vector space and conjugating the action of V \. This action is described in
[Dong-Li-Mason-2000], and works in the following way: the action of V \ on a twisted module V \(g)
is a map m : V \⊗V \(g)→ V \(g)((z1/|g|)) satisfying some additional relations like associativity and
a monodromy condition. For any element h ∈ M, we form an hgh−1 twisted module structure on
V \(g) by mh(v⊗a) := m(h ·v⊗a). By the uniqueness theorem (first result above), the stabilizer of
the isomorphism class of an irreducible g-twisted module V \(g) is the centralizer of g. By Schur’s
Lemma, there is therefore a canonical projective action of CM(g), the centralizer of g in the monster,
on V \(g), and this lifts to an action of a central extension C×.CM(g), where C× acts by scalars.
In particular, each element of CM(g) admits a nonunique lift to an automorphism of each V
\(gi),
but the product of two lifts of elements differs from the lift of the product of those elements by
a nonzero scalar factor. Since there are finitely many elements of CM(g), we may choose these
scalars to be finite-order roots of unity, and the action of C×.CM(g) descends to an action of a
central extension C˜M(g) of finite order. If we restrict our attention to the cyclic group generated
by g, we can lift to an action of a finite cyclic group that surjects to 〈g〉. The second result of
[Dong-Li-Mason-2000] is in fact that any choice of lift of gi on V \(gi) is a scalar multiple of e(L0),
but by virtue of the existence of the function Fˆ , we may choose this lift to be given by an action of
G, with the scalar multiple equal to one. The action of G on V \(gi) for (i,N) > 1 is not uniquely
defined by the e(L0) condition, but can be specified canonically by adding fusion information (to
be treated later in this series).
We introduce some hypotheses on the structure of twisted modules.
Hypothesis Ag: Tr(q
L0−1|V \(gi)) = Tgi(−1/τ) for all i.
Hypothesis Bg: C(i, j) = 1 for all i, j.
Hypothesis Bg is a refined form of the generalized moonshine conjecture restricted to the cyclic
group 〈g〉. Naturally, Hypothesis Ag is the j = 0 case of Hypothesis Bg.
Lemma 4.9. If N is prime, then Hypothesis Ag implies Hypothesis Bg.
Proof. From result number 2 listed above, the action of G on V (gi) is given by gi acting by
multiplication by e(L0). If i ≡ 0 (mod N), this follows from the moonshine conjecture: V (gi) = V \,
and C(i, j) = Tr(g
jqL0−1|V \)
Fˆ0,j(τ)
= 1. Otherwise, Hypothesis Ag implies Tr(q
L0−1|V \(gi)) = Fˆi,0. Since
N is prime, there is a unique k such that ik ≡ j mod N . We write V \(gi)n for the subspace of
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V \(gi) on which L0 acts by multiplication by n.
Fˆi,j(τ) = Fˆi,0(τ + k)
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
dimV \(gi)n+1e(n(τ + k))
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
e((n+ 1)k)Tr(1|V \(gi)n+1)e(nτ)
=
∑
n∈ 1
N
Z
Tr(gik|V \(gi)n+1qn
= Tr(gjqL0−1|V \(gi))

When N is composite, we need a more detailed analysis of the action of g on V \(gi) for (i,N) > 1
to remove root-of-unity ambiguities.
Lemma 4.10. Let V be the set of G-modules given by setting V i,j/Nk to be the subspace of V \(gi) on
which g acts by e(j/N) and L0 acts by k. If Hypothesis Bg holds, then Eg (as defined in Proposition
4.4) is Fricke compatible with (G, g,V) if g is Fricke, and non-Fricke compatible with (G, g,V) if g
is non-Fricke.
Proof. By hypothesis Bg, for any nonnegative integers i, j, Fˆi,j is the trace of g
jqL0−1 on V \(gi).
Taking the Fourier transform, we find that ci,j(ij/N) is equal to the dimension of both the (i, j/N)-
root space of the Lie algebra Wg, and V
i,j/N
1+ij/N . The compatibility then follows from Proposition
4.4. 
Hypothesis Cg: Let V be the set of C˜M(g)-modules given by setting V i,j/Nk to be the subspace
of V \(gi) on which g acts by e(j/N) and L0 acts by k. There is an action of C˜M(g) on Wg by
homogeneous Lie algebra automorphisms, such that the Lie subalgebra Eg of positive roots is
Fricke-compatible with (C˜M(g), g,V) if g is Fricke, and non-Fricke compatible with (C˜M(g), g,V) if
g is non-Fricke.
Remark: Because G ⊂ C˜M(g), Hypothesis Cg clearly implies Hypothesis Bg (and hence Ag).
I believe I have a proof that for all g ∈ M, Hypotheses Ag is true, and Hypothesis Bg implies
Hypothesis Cg. If everything works out, the proof should appear later in this series.
Remark: Borcherds has pointed out that there is an alternative way to endow these Lie algebras
with group actions, namely by choosing an explicit twisted denominator identity for each conjugacy
class in C˜M(g), in a way that is compatible with the series arising as characters of C˜M(g) on the
simple roots. One needs only make this work for the first several simple roots, and then the
compatibility follows from the Hecke-monic recursion. Assuming one knows the character tables of
C˜M(g) for all g ∈M and all genus zero functions that are expected to appear, this can be done by
computational brute force. This strategy would yield the generalized moonshine conjecture without
needing to appeal to twisted modules. Unfortunately, no one seems to know either of the necessary
pieces of information at the time of writing.
4.5. Conditional generalized moonshine. In this section, we choose a homomorphism pi :
Z/NZ → M sending a generator g to an element of M, such that pi lifts to a homomorphism to a
central extension ˜CM(pi(g)) of the centralizer of the image, that acts on all irreducible gi-twisted
modules of V \. In particular, this implies Tg(τ) is invariant under Γ0(N).
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Lemma 4.11. Let G = C˜M(g), and assume hypothesis Cg is true. Then Eg is Fricke-compatible
with (G, g,V) if g is Fricke, and non-Fricke compatible with (G, g,V) if g is non-Fricke. Further-
more, for any h ∈ G, Z is weakly Hecke-monic for (g, h).
Proof. The compatibility follows from Proposition 4.4. The weakly Hecke-monic property follows
from Proposition 4.8. 
By Proposition 6.3 in [Carnahan-2010], this implies Z(g, h, τ) is a congruence genus zero function
if g is Fricke. This is not sufficient to prove the generalized moonshine conjecture with our current
state of knowledge, since we do not have such control for non-Fricke g, and we do not have the
SL2(Z)-compatibility result. Dong, Li, and Mason give a weak form of compatibility in the following
sense: Let V be a C2 cofinite vertex operator algebra, let (g, h) be a commuting pair of automor-
phisms with |g| = T, |h| = T1, and let M(T, T1) be the commutative ring of holomorphic modular
forms (non-negative weight, regular at cusps) for the group {(abcd) ∈ SL2(Z)|b ∈ TZ, c ∈ T1Z}.
There is then a space C1(g, h) of functions S : (V ⊗M(T, T1))× H that contains traces of twisted
modules and admits “slash” operations, such that for any S ∈ C1(g, h) and
(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z), S|(abcd) ∈
C1(g
ahc, gbhd). If V is holomorphic and g-rational, then Theorem 10.1 of [Dong-Li-Mason-2000]
implies C1(g, h) is spanned by these traces on twisted modules, and this yields a compatibility up
to a constant, as predicted in the generalized moonshine conjecture. Unfortunately, g-rationality
seems to be quite difficult to prove in general.
We make the following conjecture for any C2-cofinite vertex operator algebra V with no negative
weights, with g and h commuting finite order conformal automorphisms.
Hypothesis D: The space C1(g, h) (defined in section 5 of [Dong-Li-Mason-2000]) is spanned by a
finite set of pseudo-traces (defined in section 4.1 of [Miyamoto-2004]) of lifts of h acting on g-twisted
Verma modules. Furthermore, the subspace of functions with no logarithmic terms (i.e., powers of
τ) is spanned by traces of lifts of h acting on irreducible g-twisted modules.
This hypothesis seems to be reasonable, in the sense that it is the “least common generalization”
of Theorem 10.1 in [Dong-Li-Mason-2000] and theorem 5.5 in [Miyamoto-2004]. We hope to treat
this in later work - most of the proof in [Miyamoto-2004] transfers to the twisted setting, but
there are significant technical hurdles. In this paper, we are interested in the case V = V \, where
Theorem 10.3 in [Dong-Li-Mason-2000] implies the space of traces is one-dimensional.
Theorem 4.12. Suppose hypothesis Cg holds for all g ∈ M and hypothesis D holds for V \ and
all commuting pairs (g, h). Then the generalized moonshine conjecture is true (where SL2(Z)-
compatibility is only given up to a nonzero constant).
Proof. By Theorem 8.1 of [Dong-Li-Mason-2000], Z(g, h, τ) is a specialization of an element of
C1(g, h), so for any
(
ab
cd
) ∈ SL2(Z), Z(g, h, aτ+bcτ+d) is a specialization of an element in C1(gahc, gbhd).
From the finiteness assertion in Hypothesis D, there is an upper bound M ≥ 0 on the degree of τ
in expansions of Z(g, h, τ) at any cusp.
By Theorem 6.5 of [Dong-Li-Mason-2000], the expansion of Z(g, h, aτ+bcτ+d) has the form
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
Si,j,kq
k+rj (2piiτ)i.
We wish to show that Si,j,k = 0 for i > 0. Suppose there are j, k and i > 0 such that Si,j,k 6= 0, let
i0 be the largest value of i such that this holds. Let j0 and k0 be such that Si0,j0,k0 is nonzero, and
k0 + rj0 is minimal with respect to this property. By Lemma 4.11,
pTpZ(g, h,
aτ + b
cτ + d
) = Z(g, hp,
paτ + pb
cτ + d
) +
p−1∑
i=0
Z(gp, g−ih,
aτ + b
pcτ + pd
+ i)
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is a monic polynomial of degree p in Z(g, h, aτ+bcτ+d), and therefore has a nontrivial power of τ of order
pi0. Each of the summands on the right side of the equation is a specialization of an element of
some C1(g
′, h′), possibly after an affine coordinate change. Affine coordinate changes fix the order
of τ in the expansion, so the sum on the right side therefore has τ of order bounded above by M .
Since pi0 > M for sufficiently large p, this is a contradiction.
The expansion of Z(g, h, aτ+bcτ+d) therefore has no logarithmic terms, so by Hypothesis D, it is a
nonzero constant multiple Z(gahc, gbhd, τ). This proves the SL2(Z)-compatibility up to a constant.
If there exist coprime integers a, c such that gahc is Fricke, then Lemma 4.11 combined with
Proposition 6.3 of [Carnahan-2010] implies Z(gahc, gbhd, τ) is a genus zero function of finite level
for any integers b, d satisfying ad− bc = 1. In this case, the SL2(Z)-compatibility implies Z(g, h, τ)
is also a genus zero function of finite level. If the integers a and c don’t exist, then Z(g, h, τ) is
regular at all cusps, and is therefore constant.
It remains to show that Z(g, h, τ) = J(τ) if and only if g = h = 1. The leftward implication is
clear - J is the character of V \. The rightward implication is a consequence of the fact that the
irreducible g-twisted modules of V \ have strictly positive degree for g 6= 1, combined with the fact
that nontrivial McKay-Thompson series have level greater than one. 
Remark: We don’t need the full force of Hypothesis D, since the only part of the pseudo-trace
statement that we use is the assertion that the powers of τ in the expansion of elements of C1(g, h)
are bounded above.
Remark: This proof produces a slightly stronger statement of generalized moonshine: the constant
ambiguity in the SL2(Z)-compatibility can be made a root of unity for the non-constant functions,
because weakly Hecke-monic functions have poles with unit norm residue. Unfortunately, we do
not have enough information to restrict the ambiguity to a 24th root of unity.
5. Open problems
(1) Given a completely replicable modular function f , there is a canonical minimal cyclic group
G for which f is the restriction of a principally normalized Hecke-monic function onMGEll.
We could call this function the “Hecke-monic envelope” of f , since is it unique with re-
spect to these conditions. Calculations of Queen and Norton have produced functions that
show up as the characters Z(g, h, τ) in generalized moonshine, and many are PSL+2 (Q)-
transformations of functions that are replicable but not completely replicable. These are
attached to Hecke-monic functions on MGEll for G an abelian group that is not necessarily
cyclic and not necessarily uniquely determined. Is there a characterization of the abelian
groups that can be attached to either the replicable modular functions, or the functions
that show up as Z(g, h, τ)?
(2) The McKay-Thompson series satisfy the property that their expansions at zero have non-
negative coefficients, and this is essential for constructing Lie algebras, since simple roots
have non-negative multiplicity. Non-negativity also holds for many non-monstrous com-
pletely replicable functions, such as 9a and 49a (where functions are named following
the conventions in [Alexander-Cummins-McKay-Simons-1992]), but others have negative
coefficients and therefore cannot be used to generate Lie algebras. One obvious prob-
lem is: classify products with non-negative integer exponents. While the existence of
Lie algebras does not distinguish monstrous from non-monstrous functions, there is a
slightly stronger condition conjecturally satisfied by McKay-Thompson series (implied by
hypothesis Bg), namely that the vector-valued form F have non-negative integer coeffi-
cients. We have not checked this condition for non-monstrous functions, but it is a weak
form of demanding existence of twisted modules, i.e., assuming a uniqueness conjecture in
[Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman-1988], McKay-Thompson series are distinguished by the prop-
erty that they are characters of a conformal automorphism of a holomorphic vertex operator
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algebra with central charge 24, whose identity character is given by J . Some non-monstrous
cases of non-negativity may come from automorphisms of other vertex operator algebras,
such as those arising from fixed-point-free automorphisms of Niemeier lattices.
(3) This is not a particularly new question, but it would be nice to have a functorial charac-
terization of congruence genus zero quotients of H via moduli of structured elliptic curves.
For example, elements in the conjugacy class pA in the monster produce McKay-Thompson
series that are invariant under Γ+0 (p), and the resulting modular curve X
+
0 (p) = H/Γ
+
0 (p)
parametrizes unordered pairs of elliptic curves, with dual degree p isogenies between them.
Ogg pointed out in 1975 that the genus zero property of X+0 (p) characterizes those primes
dividing |M|. Substantial progress has been made in [Duncan-Frenkel-2009] using moduli
of solid tori to characterize McKay-Thompson series, and giving a characterization of genus
zero quotients in terms of Rademacher sums.
(4) When the exponents in a product formula are not in N, we can no longer describe the
identity as the denominator formula of a Lie algebras in vector spaces. However, if we have
a suitable homomorphism from the Grothendieck semiring of a braided tensor category C
to the complex numbers, we can sometimes employ the denominator identity to describe a
Lie algebra object in C by checking that a pulled-back identity still holds. For example, the
monstrous superalgebras constructed in [Borcherds-1992] are exactly of this form, when the
category is that of super vector spaces. Are there interesting algebraic objects attached to
more general products (such as those containing cyclotomic integers, giving rise to cyclic
anyons), and do they arise in physical contexts?
(5) The correspondence between vector-valued modular functions for lattices and infinite prod-
ucts for O(2, 2) is far from a bijection, and its precise nature is far from clear. For example,
when a McKay-Thompson series Tg(τ) has a regular cusp, then there are infinite prod-
uct expansions of Tg(σ) − Tg(τ) involving such cusps that do not arise from lifting the
vector-valued functions we introduced. In fact, one can use the exponents in a product
to reverse-engineer Hecke-monic functions that are not principally normalized. Are there
structures in conformal field theory that produce these residual products? We don’t seem
to have a enough a priori information in the Lie superalgebras to reconstruct all of the
operator product expansions.
(6) Borcherds products like the ones in this paper appear in the string theory literature in many
places, but with several different physical interpretations that are not obviously equiva-
lent. One often sees connections between these algebras and BPS states, but there doesn’t
seem to be a BPS theory explicitly attached to V \. Products in signature (2, 2) are also
mentioned in [Dijkgraaf-1999], with an explanation that string theory partition functions
associated to a torus depend not only on conformal class but on worldsheet volume and
a two-form field. This expands the T -duality group from SL2(Z) to SO2,2(Z), which is
commensurable with the symmetry groups of the automorphic functions we constructed.
This is somewhat related to the previous question, in the sense that one might expect the
space of physical states of the V \ conformal field theory to be related to a residual Lie
superalgebra by a duality. There is yet another interpretation of these Lie algebras as sec-
ond quantizations in string field theory, arising from multiple bosonic string states (see,
e.g., [Dijkgraaf-Moore-Verlinde-Verlinde-1997] for generalities and [Duncan-Frenkel-2009]
for discussion of our specific case). The product formulas arising in permutation orbifold
theory (e.g., in [Tuite-2008]) are very similar to those in this paper, but with minus signs
on the coefficients, i.e., the products are reciprocals of what we see here. The reciprocal
characters correspond to replacing
∧
E in the Chevalley resolution with the symmetric al-
gebra, suggesting a role for Koszul duality, and both the exterior and symmetric algebras
on E (with a suitable shift) have canonical cocommutative DG coalgebra structures, but
it’s not clear if they tell us anything useful. Are these pictures related to each other?
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(7) We can think of the Lie algebras in this paper as categorifications of their (twisted) denom-
inator formulas. Lurie has asked what it means to categorify again, possibly with a view
toward 2-equivariant elliptic cohomology and Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel characters. It’s not
clear what sort of algebraic gadget we should get, but it ought to involve as an intermedi-
ate step the whole collection of Lie algebras at once as a manifestation of the equivariant
conformal field theory. Kremnizer has suggested some quiver-theoretic constructions, but I
have been unable to find natural actions of finite groups on the resulting structures.
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